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The Maine Campus
Editorial: Students need to be involved

Her Campus fashion show for a cause

UMaine chapter raises $233 for cancer researchPage

New
UMSG
president
elected
By Liam Nee
Staff Reporter

The University of Maine student body elected a new president and vice president to lead
University of Maine Student
Government, Inc. for the upcoming 2012-13 fiscal year. They also
voted down a recommendation to
raise the student activity fee from
$45 to $50 per semester.
Third-year biology student
Sen. Kimberly Dao received
38.7 percent of the vote to take
majority in the presidential race,
winning a close, three-way battle
between fourth-year new media
student Chris Protzmann and
third-year entrepreneurial and
law student Lucas Kronlund,
who received 29.9 percent and 26
percent of the vote, respectively.
Write-in candidates accounted
for 5.2 percent of the vote.
Fourth-year political science
student and current vice president Sam Helmke received 93.2
percent of the vote to capture an
unopposed race for vice president. The other 6.8 percent of the
votes accounted for write-ins.
In addition to the two officer
elections, the ballot included a
measure that asked students if
they were in favor of approving
a recommendation to raise the
student activity fee. Despite the
university’s low rate — which is
nearly half the average of many
other schools — the referendum
was not passed, receiving 66.1
percent in disfavor of the question. Even if the vote had been in
approval of accepting the recommendation, one-third of the student body would have needed to
participate in the election, which
wasn’t the case — only about
one-fourth participated.
During Tuesday’s General
Student Senate meeting, the Renewable Energy Club received
preliminary recognition. A new
Sergeant at Arms and Representative to the Graduate Student
Senate were elected in the GSS’
29th and final meeting of the
body’s 33rd session in the Memorial Union’s Bangor Room
Oct. 23.
In addition, each candidate
that was up for election discussed
his or her future platform plans
one last time before Thursday’s
elections.

A12

Lack of participation isn’t what college was for

See UMSG on A4
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Black Bears fall to UNH in last home game

Page B1

Comedians Birbiglia, Black Cheney
perform separate sets, Q-A conviction
upheld
Tuesday
was happening to me,” he said.
Black said he left the hotel
and went “to Starbucks for eight
hours,” hoping the situation
would resolve itself. He hoped
not to be confronted about
the situation, but if he was, he

woman if he thought they would
be boarding soon. Before telling
the crowd how he responded, he
told them to consider the speed
with which he responded to her
question before revealing that he
replied, “Not unless we’re flying

progressively longer groans.
Black said he told the woman
that he is a comedian and, “The
way I see it, you owe me some
The Collins Center for the
money, b----.”
Arts stage played host to preBlack added, “I did say that,
miere stand-up comedians Mike
and that woman was my wife.”
Birbiglia and Michael Ian Black
Black also talked about a
Wednesday night for a doutime when he was at a restauble-headlining event.
rant and the waitress claimed,
Black, known for his
“We can make any kind of pizza
various sketch groups and
you want.”
TV shows like “Stella” and
He saw that as an “opportu“Michael and Michael Have
nity to be hilarious” and again,
Issues,” performed first. He
before revealing what he said,
spent a couple of minutes
he discussed the quickness of
lampooning the introduction
his response and the options
given by Assistant Vice Preshe had. He decided to be subtle
ident of Student Entertainand sarcastic by saying, “Rement Sarah Goode, which he
ally, any kind of pizza I want?
thought was lackluster.
How about pepperoni?”
“At least most girls fake
When the waitress respondit,” Black said.
ed, “Yeah, we can make pepperBlack wondered why there
oni,” Black was unsure “who’s
is a concentration of people
f---ing with who.”
in Orono and asked, “Why
Black discussed some of
are you here? What do you
the
good alternatives to semen,
do? Is it a school?”
Derrick Rossignol • News Editor
When he launched into Comedians Mike Birbiglia and Michael Ian Black participate in a Q-and-A like Dr. Pepper, and some of the
his set, he recalled an un- session with the audience at the end of their co-headlining performance less desirable options, like BBs,
wasabi and a pinecone. After
pleasant experience he had at the Collins Center for the Arts on Wednesday.
pantomiming the act of ejaculatwith a clogged hotel toilet
after “[taking] a good old-fash- planned to say “‘I have cancer,’ in Wonder Woman’s invisible ing a pinecone, he tossed the ficand […] run away.”
jet.”
titious pinecone to an audience
ioned poo.”
Black recalled a time when
He then described the look member who Black claimed
“It’s like my own Hurricane
Katrina, only it’s worse than he was waiting for a flight at the woman gave him through
Hurricane Katrina because it an airport and was asked by a a series of disgusted faces and
See Ian Black on A5

By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

Staff Report

PORTLAND — The Maine
Supreme Judicial Court upheld the conviction of Garrett
Cheney, 24, on Tuesday in the
death of University of Maine
student Jordyn Bakley, 20, of
Camden, on Jan. 30, 2010.
Cheney was sentenced to
serve seven years in prison
with four years probation on
July 28, 2012 for the hit-andrun death of Bakley. He was
found guilty of manslaughter,
aggravated criminal operating
under the influence of intoxicants, leaving the scene of an
accident that resulted in serious bodily injury and criminal
operating under the influence
of intoxicants.
Bakley was scheduled to
graduate from UMaine at the
end of 2010′s spring semester. She was studying elementary education and arranged
another major in women’s
studies shortly before her
death.

Senate candidate King visits campus
By Zach
Connerty-Marin
Web Editor

A warm reception greeted
Angus King, Maine’s Independent candidate for U.S. Senate,

in the Memorial Union cafeteria on Thursday. King walked
around the cafeteria, asking
students about their lives and
telling them stories of traveling long stretches of Route 1
by motorcycle.

Renewable Energy Club receives preliminary recognition
The Renewable Energy Club,
which “focuses on the positive
externalities that renewable energy has to offer by exploring all
aspects of the field,” was granted
preliminary recognition by the
GSS. The club’s plan is as follows: “Instead of focusing on
a single particular issue within
the renewable energy industry
— engineering, physics, policy,
etc. — this club will focus on all
of the positive externalities that
renewable energy can bring to a

Field hockey loses on senior day

Alicia Mullins • The Maine Campus

U.S. senate candiadte and former Maine governor Angus King
speaks about issues regarding student debt at the Foster Center
for Innovation on Thursday.

OntheWeb
Get breaking news

at mainecampus.com

Many students like King dent debt.
registered Republican. We all
because of his MLTI laptop
“We need a leader like come around for Angus King
program. Students who went King who recognizes that, if because we want to get somethrough the first version of the we want to get our economy thing done,” Boynton said.
program are now in college moving again, we cannot alAfter the press conference,
and most seem to feel that the low people to graduate college King walked across campus to
laptops helped them get there. with massive debts that they the Climate Change Institute.
“I like the idea that he’s can’t pay off,” Longo said.
He stopped and chatted with
independent, because that’s
King, who spoke after the students along the way.
At CCI, King and several
where I’m at, too,” said one endorsement speeches, destudent after talking with fined the problem of student professors discussed global
warming. King told the proKing.
debt and offered solutions.
Earlier Thursday morning,
“Right now, many people fessors, “I’m here to learn as
King traveled to the Univer- have what are called 401Ks, much as [I am] to campaign.”
King believes that global
sity of Maine’s Foster Center which is a retirement plan.
for Student Innovation, where Why not treat student loans warming is real, a viewpoint
he started his campus tour.
like a 401K?” King asked. that some U.S. Senators do not
A small group of adults and Instead of college students appear to share. The professors
members of media gathered at getting a 401K from their believe that the dismissal of
global warming is
a press conferan entirely politience to watch
“Right now, many people have what are cal creation, with
students. Also in
attendance were
called 401Ks, which is a retirement plan. no grounding in
scientific fact.
Charlie Longo, a
“I don’t think
Bangor resident Why not treat student loans like a 401K?”
we know a single
and local politiAngus King climate scientist
cal leader; Jim
Independant U.S. Senate candidate who even talks
Libby, chair and
about
[whether
associate profesglobal warming
sor of the Department of Business Administra- first employer, that employer is real.] I’d liken this to mathtion at Thomas College and a would offer students a match- ematicians who are working
former Republican candidate ing payment on their student on string theory, and they stop
and go back and wonder if two
for governor, endorse King; loans.
and Sen. Elizabeth Schneider,
After the speeches, some plus two equals four. I’m not
who represents Maine District of the students who endorsed kidding; it’s about that level,”
30.
King stayed to chat with the one of the professors said.
King talked with SudarLongo gave a rousing event’s attendees.
speech. His mother was a PorConnor Boynton, a sopho- shan Chawathe, an associate
tuguese immigrant who was more at the University of professor of computer science
the first in her family to go Maine, is disappointed by the and a cooperating associate
to college. His father didn’t ineffectiveness of the current professor at CCI, about the
make it past the eighth grade, U.S. Congress. Boynton be- 10 Green project, which calbut he still managed to pro- lieves that King will be a pro- culates the air quality in any
vide for his family. Longo be- ductive member of the Sen- city on a scale of 1 to 10, 10
being the best. The 10 Green
lieves his family’s success is ate.
the epitome of the American
“I think Angus King is project is currently online at
Dream, but this dream is slip- trustworthy because he’s an www.10green.org, and it is reping away from today’s young Independent. Senator Schpeople due to crippling stu- neider is a Democrat. I’m a
See King on A3
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Clinton Library director Potential improvements
to Park St., College Ave.
Garner addresses
archiving challanges
By Taylor Emhart

Special to The Maine Campus

Famed library home to 86 million presidential documents
dent Clinton’s term meant we
archive every email, letter,
note, gift — everything. It is a
What is it like to manage breathtakingly hard task.”
The William J. Clinton lithe largest collection of Presidential documents in the coun- brary is located in Little Rock,
try? Terri Garner, director of Ark., and rests on 20,000 acres
the William J. Clinton Presi- of the Arkansas River. The lidential Library and Museum, brary serves to explore the
answered that question Friday life and work of our country’s
at the Minsky Recital Hall, as 42nd President.
“Over a million visitors
she discussed the challenges
of archiving over 86 million each year view the human drama of the presidency through
documents.
“The volume of materials the power of objects and docuassociated with any president ments in our collection,” Garhas increased exponential- ner said.
The collection of archives
ly for every President,” she
said. “The beginning of the was so massive, in fact, that it
information age during Presi- took eight C-130 cargo planes
to transport
all of the
presidential documents.
Previously, Garner was the
Executive
Director of
the Bangor
Museum
and Center
for
History. She is
currently
working on
her Ph.D.
in history
here at the
University
of Maine.
S h e
s p o k e
about the
challenges
that libraries and hisHaley Johnston • Photo Editor torians face
during the
Keynote speaker Terry Gardiner talks about the historical importance of presidents’ personal documents i n f o r m a in Minsky Recital Hall on Friday.
tion
age.

By Justin Lynch

For The Maine Campus

She cited President Obama’s
Supreme Court nomination
of Elena Kagan to explain the
difficulties when collecting all
of the necessary of documents
in a short time frame. Because
Kagan had no previous judicial
experience, the most reliable
documentation of her legal
viewpoints were the memo’s
and briefs she wrote when she
worked for President Clinton
during his term in office.
“It was like a perfect storm:
We had less than a month to
deliver 220,000 documents in
our records to the Obama administration and Congress,”
she said. “Every document had
to be read line by line.”
Garner saw the project as
an illustration of how archivists must adapt to the technologically changing times.
“Over 99 percent of contemporary information is produced digitally. The last 15
years have witnessed progress
through preservation tools,
but it’s just simply not fast
enough,” Garner said. “We got
it done, but we had to use innovative and creative methods
to do it.”
The University of Maine
offers a digital archivist certificate program, which Garner believes is the future for
librarians and archivists. The
Digital Curtain sequence,
which started this year, provides the opportunity for students to specialize in fields of
selection, preservation, maintenance and archiving of digital resources.
“We have to move our profession forward, we need to
adapt to the digital age by providing online archives,” she
said. “We can no longer ignore
this problem.”

The Maine Department of
Transportation and the town of
Orono are working to improve
the driving conditions and the
traffic delays at the intersection of College Avenue and
Park Street.
The MDOT entered a twopart agreement with the town
in which Orono will make
improvements to the intersection and will fund half of the
project if it does not exceed
$62,500. The project will focus
on resurfacing the road to improve the detector system that
is underneath the pavement,
installing a new controller cab
and implementing aerial cameras for traffic detection.
The detection system that
determines the changing of the
lights is based on the volume
of traffic. The loop detectors
are not keeping up with the
volume of traffic that uses the
intersection of College Avenue
and Park Street.
The current technology
causes long red phases and
green phases for drivers on
both sides of the intersection
because of faulty detection.
The improvements will lead to
a much safer and convenient

M

Zen meditation sessons
begin Oct. 30
Mediation sessions will
be held at the Drummond
Chapel from 5-6 p.m. every
Tuesday for the next five
weeks.
Sessions are open to students, staff and faculty and
are sponsored by the Peace
and Reconciliation Program. The sessions will be
led by PAX professor Hugh
Curran.
No-Shave
November
signups in the Union
If you’re planning to
participate in No-Shave
November, sign up for the
chance to win cash prize for
best beard or mustache.
Signups can be done in
the Union by the UCU. The
winner’s will receive half of
the proceed, with the other
half going to the University
of Maine Singers.

Lidral Jazz Duo to play
Monday
The Lidral Jazz Duo will
be playing their seventh
presentation in their fall
concert series Monday, Oct.
29 in the Jazz Corner of the
Union Marketplace from
4:15- 5 p.m.
1st Annual ‘UMaine’s
Got Talent’
The
first-annual
UMaine’s Got Talent event,
brought to you by Iota Nu
Kappa is scheduled for Nov.
9, 8-10 p.m. in the Hauck
Auditorium.
First place receives $250,
second place wins $150 and
third place walks away with
$75.
There is no entry fee but
donations are welcomed.

“On top of that [faulty
detection and deteriorating
pavement], the controller, the
brains of the whole thing, is
quite outdated, and in combination with the poor detection
… leads to a lot of problems
with the intersection,” Yerxa
said.
Yerxa hopes to have the
electrical work for the project
completed this fall and move
forward with the paving of the
intersection in the Spring of
2013.
If after these improvements
there is money left over from
the $125,000 budget, the town
will also be installing a wireless control system to help
regulate the intersection during times of high volume,
such as university rush hour
and special occasions. A wireless system would allow for
more control during events,
such as hockey games, gradu-

ation and various conferences.
This improvement would reduce traffic at the intersection
and would therefore lessen
the traffic traveling through
Orono as well.
Murray’s Service Center,
a car garage located on the
Corner of College Avenue and
Park Street, has suffered from
the traffic for years because
the cars block both of the site’s
entrances.
“During rush hour and
things like hockey games, getting in this place is a nightmare,” said garage employee
Cheryl Murray.
The intersection creates
problems for not only business owners but also commuters who depend on the two
roads for travel. Third-year
University of Maine student
Luc Craig has to deal with the
traffic of the intersection every day.
“It’s annoying to have to
leave 40 minutes early to class
when you live right in Orono,”
Craig said. “Improvements to
the intersection are needed to
fix the traffic problems and the
unsafe pavement conditions.”
Yerxa hopes that the project
will improve the experience
for drivers who need to use the
intersection.

Police
Beat
The best from
UMaine’s finest

By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

University of Maine Briefs

ride for travelers.
Orono Director of Public
Works, Rob Yerxa, cautioned
that a new detection system
would not completely alleviate the traffic problems at the
intersection, but he added that
the improvements will create a
safer travel experience for users of the busy intersection. 	

.15 minutes of fame
A University of Maine Police
officer reported a traffic offense
on Belgrade Road at 12:13 a.m.
Oct. 21. The driver, Daniel Vazmis, 20, was stopped for driving
with a headlight out. The officer
smelled alcohol in the vehicle
and conducted a field sobriety
test, which Vazmis failed. Vazmis’ blood alcohol content was
measured at 0.15. Vazmis was
arrested and transported to Penobscot County Jail.
Dank dorm
UMPD received a report of
criminal mischief on the third
floor of Knox Hall at 8:36 p.m.
Oct. 24. Upon investigation, a
trash can full of water was leaned
against a door, which flooded
into the room when the door
was opened. The victim’s laptop, valued at $1,500, was on the
floor and destroyed by the water.
There are currently no suspects.
Slash and dash
UMPD received a report of
criminal mischief at the Phi Eta
Kappa house at 8:12 a.m. Oct.

20. Cars parked outside had their
tires slashed, four tires in total,
sometime between 6 p.m. Oct.
19 and 8 a.m. Oct. 20. The cost
of damage is estimated at $1,400.
There are currently no suspects.
Malty misdeed
UMPD received a report
of criminal mischief at Wingate Hall at 7:39 a.m. Oct. 19. A
window on the east side of the
building was broken, and an unopened can of beer was found on
the floor inside. The cost of damage is estimated at $300. There
are currently no suspects.
BMX burglary
UMPD received a report of
theft at the Memorial Union at
2:25 p.m. Oct. 24. A BMX-style
bicycle was locked to a bike
rack outside the building but
was missing when it’s owner returned to retrieve it. The bicycle
is valued at $150. There are currently no suspects.
L.L. lifted
UMPD received a report of
theft at the Memorial Union at
11:16 a.m. Oct. 23. An L.L. Bean
backpack was left in the Union
by its owner and was missing

when he returned to retrieve it.
The backpack is valued at $40.
Dope driving
A UMPD officer reported a
traffic offense on Rangeley Road
at 1:47 a.m. Oct. 20. The driver,
Amin Osman, 18, was stopped
for driving with a headlight out.
The officer smelled an odor of
marijuana, searched the vehicle
and found a small amount of
marijuana. Osman was charged
with possession of a usable
amount of marijuana.
Busted with brews
UMPD received a report of
an alcohol offense on the second
floor of Somerset Hall at 11:47
p.m. Oct. 19. A male student, 19,
was found to possess four 12ounce cans of Bud Light and was
referred to Judicial Affairs.
Fight and flight
UMPD received a report of
a fight on College Avenue, near
the Phi Kappa Sigma house, at
10:37 p.m. Oct. 20. Attendants
of competing parties got into a
fistfight. All involved dispersed
when officers arrived. No charges or arrests were made.

The Maine Campus • News

King

from A2
leasing an iPhone app within a
few weeks.
Not everyone was supportive of King.

“Angus is a corporate independent,” said Thomas
Mooney, a master’s student
in UMaine’s school of policy
and international affairs. “Independence Wind went into
small towns and ran around
roughshod. I’ve been in communication with people who

said he came in and said, ‘I’m
kindly Independent Governor
Angus King.’ With his folksy
charm, ‘I’m not the big bad
corporation.’ Well, he is the
big bad corporation.”
Independence Wind is a
small wind company that commercially installs wind turbines. Angus King cofounded Independence
Wind, but sold his
shares in the company
shortly after announcing his candidacy.
Independence Wind
set up a wind farm in
Roxbury, Maine.
Crystal
Canney,
spokeswoman
for
King’s
campaign,
said, “In terms of what
Independence Wind
has meant to Roxbury,
we know that the project has had a positive
impact for residents.
Taxes have dropped
by 59 percent, they
get rebate checks for
their electricity every
year and, while there
are some who were
opposed to it then and
now, it has received
significant
support
from the Roxbury residents.”

Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer

U.S. senate candidate Angus King campaigns in the Memorial Union on Thursday afternoon, gaining
the support of students and staff.

Food Day places importance
on healthy eating options
By Lauren Reeves
Assistant News Editor

Food Day is a nationwide
event that takes place annually Oct. 24 to celebrate the
production and consumption
of healthy, affordable and sustainable food. Food Day not
only celebrates fresh and local
foods but the farmers and local business that make it possible.
The Sustainable Agriculture Enthusiasts, or SAgE,
made a cooperative effort
with the national Food Day
event and the inaugural
opening of UMaine Greens
— a new student-run greenhouse located next to the
Littlefield Garden Nursery
and behind the University
Credit Union on Rangeley
Road.
UMaine Greens intend to
supply dining halls here on
campus with winter greens,
but it may be some time before that happens because it
is still in the very beginning
stages, with seedlings just
barely peeking up through
the dirt.
With time, the over 90foot long, hoop-house style
greenhouse will be able to
produce food for students,
“imagine if we had food
grown for students by students,” said Laura Hackney,
fourth-year
environmental
horticulture student and president of SAgE.
“SAgE is a collective of
students from varying majors
at the University that are excited and ‘enthusiastic’ about
Maine’s local food and farming movement,” Hackney
reported. “[SAgE’s] involve-

ment with UMaine Greens
consists of helping them to
recruit like-minded students
to volunteer with the projects and encourage all majors
to have a hand in how food
— particularly their own — is
produced.”
According to Hackney the
greenhouse may “have something by Christmas — something to show. Not enough for
students, but maybe more for
spring.

Center for Science in the Public Interest, the very first Food
Day events aimed to raise
awareness on food safety and
nutrition issues.
Food Day takes place in different cities and towns across
the country. It is successful
because there are so many
leaders in food movement and
organizations that want to be a
part of the movement to have
Americans eat healthy, fresh
and local foods.
According to the Food
Day website, the food humans eat should strengthen one’s health, but “the
American food system has
“One of the major goals is
created a diet of cheap,
to get college campuses to salty, overly processed
purchase more local foods packaged foods, highcalorie sugary drinks, and
[for] their dining halls. [up fast-food made of white
bread, fatty grain-fed facto] 20 percent by 2020.”
tory-farmed meat, and
French fries.”
Laura Hackney
Food Day at UMaine
President was no exception. Tables
SAgE of Maine-based foods, all
donated by students or local farmers, were set up for
the public to enjoy. It was
a complete feast including bread, cheese, various
“UMaine greens came onto soups and salads, stuffed pepour radar this summer and pers, beans, chicken wings,
we decided to collaborate the sausage and desserts.
Each type of food was repopening event of the hoophouse with national Food resented by “food partner.”
Day,” Hackney continued. Bios featured each of the
“One of the major goals is to farmers who donated for the
get college campuses to pur- event. Recipes of all items
chase more local foods [for] were also available for people
their dining halls, [up to] 20 to share the Food Day menpercent by 2020. These are tality. All attendants were enbaby steps to what we feel couraged to eat local, healthy
could have a larger impact and sustainable food in order
on our students and how they to strengthen the food movement and improve the nation’s
view what’s on their plate.”
Created in 1975 by the food policies.
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Conference dwells on
value of home gardens
By Kaylie Reese
Head Copy Editor

Roger Doiron, founder and
director of Maine-based Kitchen
Gardeners International who is
perhaps best known for his role
in instating the White House
kitchen garden, delivered the
keynote address Friday evening
to kick off ESTIA’s ninth annual
conference.
Guests feasted on a buffet full
of seasonal, local and organic
eats, all tastefully displayed on
granite. And when the placards
that denoted each food and its
origin no longer had anything
to identify, attendants feasted
on conversation instead. After a
couple of “hellos” to check the
microphone, Vice President for
Administration and Finance Janet Waldron formally welcomed
the conference. “We understand
the values,” Waldron said of the
University of Maine’s active interest in sustainability.
As Waldron listed the volume
of Maine-based foods and projected a new on-campus, stateof-the-art composting facility,
it was evident that there have
been great and conscious efforts
to support local Maine farms
and businesses in student dining. Following Waldron, Emily
Markides, ESTIA president, and
Dorothy Klimis-Zacas, professor
of clinical nutrition and conference chair, each introduced the
program and Doiron.
To begin his keynote address,
titled “Sow it Forward: How
Gardens are Slowing Us Down
and Cultivating Change from
the Ground Up,” Doiron “took
the temperature of the room,”
asking, “How many have grown
something this past year?” Hands
went up all around. After briefly
describing Kitchen Gardeners
International, a nonprofit slow
food or “good” food movement,
Doiron played a short movie
called “History of Gastronomy.”
Against Richard Strauss’s iconic
piece “Also Sprach Zarathustra,”
the approximately 30-second
film showed Doiron’s take on the
evolution of man, ending with a
picture of a modern, morbidly
obese man that generated a few
laughs from the audience.
Doiron then presented the
geopolitical context for today’s
food by listing multiple crises —
increasing rates of world hunger,
obesity, damaged farmlands and
food prices. Once he outlined the
magnitude of the problems, he
cited Wendell Berry, who wrote
that “eating is an agricultural
act,” but added that “gardening
is a subversive one.”
As he balanced between seriousness and humor, it was
evident that he was sincere. Following the line that gardening
is subversive, Doiron displayed
pictures of real and fictional
rebels with vegetables replacing
objects. “We need to be garden
evangelists,” Doiron said as he
paused on a portrayal of Jesus
raising up a zucchini, but he
stressed that the competition is
fierce. To elaborate on this point,
he said that today’s food culture
makes the choice between a bacon-wrapped hot dog or a carrot

an unsavory one.
Doiron projected another modified image to parody
“American Gothic” by replacing the farmers with President
Barack Obama and first lady
Michelle. Without much more
of an introduction, Doiron began another short film, “This
Lawn is Your Lawn.” Set against
Woody Guthrie’s rendition of
“This Land is Your Land,” the
film documented Doiron creating a garden in front of his white
house as a proposal and petition
to add a kitchen garden at the
presidential White House. The
film went viral across media outlets, and Doiron’s efforts have
since earned him a reputation in
sustainability. In 2010, he was
listed in the company of Jamie
Oliver and Michael Pollan as
one of Fast Company’s “10 Most
Inspiring People in Sustainable
Food.” He is also the recipient
of the “Heart of Green” award
in 2009. One of his most reputable successes, though, remains
to be the White House kitchen
garden — his only criticism of it
remains that it is, perhaps, “too
perfect.”
Using the blueprint for the
White House garden as a template for an effective kitchen
garden, Doiron showed what the
U.S. garden map looks like, proportionally. “We need to reorder
the food priorities,” Doiron said.
“Why not think in terms of
an organic stimulus package,”
Doiron said, continuing the political thread, arguing that it
would be a program both parties could agree on. Doiron used
two images to contrast his point.
“This is not a back yard,” he
said of an iconic, white-picketfenced lawn. Showing a picture
of a flourishing garden, he said,
“This is a back yard.”
As he continued to outline the
utility of a kitchen garden, he described it as a backyard grocery
store. “It doesn’t get localer,”

Doiron jokingly said, lending
apologies to his grade school
English teacher.
In addition to the conventional sustainability benefits, Doiron
also recounted the financial benefits from his own garden. “In
addition to crunching veggies,
my wife and I crunched the numbers,” Doiron said. “We saved
well over $2,000.”
While Doiron may have convinced the White House to grow
a garden, he continued to stress
that the U.S. culture has yet
to buy in to the kitchen garden
movement. As he later repeated
during the Q-and-A, he noted
the importance of visionaries
who could come at the problem
from different angles. “We need
a carrot-smoking revolutionary,”
he said, humorously, referring
back to the edited, veggie-wielding rebels he showed earlier that
night. But, instead of only looking at this from a problem-solving angle, Doiron said we need
to “celebrate our good food successes and champions at home,”
and referenced national outreach
program FoodCorps, which connects young people with food, as
a good example.
To conclude his presentation,
Doiron showed “History of Gastronomy: Part II,” which provided the healthy alternative conclusion to its counterpart. “Grow
your subversive plot today!” the
end credits read.
A Q-and-A session followed
the lecture as guests waited for
musicians to arrive for the night’s
live entertainment. All were encouraged to attend the conference
the next day. Featured speakers
included John Jemison, extension professor of soil and water
quality; Dorothy Klimis-Zacas,
UMaine professor of clinical nutrition; Congresswoman Chellie
Pingree; and Fabio Parasecoli,
associate professor and coordinator of food studies at The New
School in New York City.

Sergio Afonso • Staff Photographer

Roger Dorion, founder and director of Kitchen Gardners International, delivers a compelling keynote address on the importance of
sustainable food.
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Safe Campus
still searches
for coordinator
By Justin Lynch

For The Maine Campus
When Sharon Barker, the
Director of the Women’s Resource Center at the University of Maine went on vacation
this summer, she expected to
begin searching through applicants for a new Coordinator
position for the Safe Campus
Project when she returned. The
previous coordinator, Carey
Nason, resigned in June. But
when Barker came back from
her vacation, she found that
the search for Safe Campus
Coordinator would not go forward.
“The position for coordinator of the Safe Campus Project never got approved” said
Barker, who has been working
over 30 years on issues regarding domestic and sexual violence. “Somewhere between
the Provost’s office and the
President’s office, the position
was put on hold.”
The Safe Campus Project
was founded on a 6-year grant
from the U.S. Department of
Justice in 2001 to focus on
sexual and domestic violence
awareness on campus for the
entire community, and it was
the only location for visitors
to receive confidential, oncampus counseling specifically designated for sexual and
domestic issues.
“Despite numerous inquiries I have received no explanation why the position is still
vacant,” said Renate Klein,
co-chair for Safe Campus
Project Advisory committee,
in an Aug. 29 memo.
“The position for Safe
Campus Coordinator and our
entire policy towards sexual
and domestic violence is being reviewed to make sure it is
up to date with laws and best
practices,” said Robert Dana,
dean of students. “The position will be filled.”
Previously, victims of sexual and domestic abuse could
go to the Safe Campus Project
coordinator to receive confidential counseling. If a student
wanted to take further action,
they would report it to the of-

fice of Student Affairs, which
would launch a formal investigation.
“Currently, a victim of sexual or domestic assault goes to
the office of Student Affairs,
where they are paired with an
advocate, which guides the
victim through the process,”
Dana said. “We make sure everyone’s rights are respected,
but nobody’s rights are violated.”
The sudden change in policy has left many unhappy,
however.
“If you are a victim, instead
of going to Safe Campus, you
have to go and confront a
dean, which can be intimidating,” said Casey Weed, cochair of the Students Women’s
Association.
“Studies show that victims
of sexual and domestic abuse
are less likely to report situations to bureaucratic institutions,” Barker said. “They
don’t want to lose control of
the situation.”
A nationwide study completed in 2003 reported that
4 percent of students reported
sexual victimization to campus
authorities. Dana says that the
number of sexual and domestic
cases reported has stayed the
same since last year, even with
the administrative change.
“The Safe Campus Project
does a lot of work at freshmen
orientation creating awareness
and educating incoming students about the resources here
on campus,” Barker said. “If
the position remains unfilled
for too long, we might start
to see some long-term effects,
such as the number of reported
domestic and sexual assaults
go down.”
Dana insists that the office
of Student Affairs has picked
up all of the duties of the Safe
Campus Coordinator.
“There is always someone
on call at the Office of Student
Affairs,” he said.
Students victim to sexual
or domestic abuse can contact
the Campus Police Station,
the on-campus Counseling
Center or the office of Student
Affairs.
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UMSG
from A1

community.”
The club will focus on seminars, bringing in speakers and
attending conventions. The
group was mostly created to raise
awareness, not create products.
Student Organizations Committee’s vote was 3-0-1 ought to pass
before the GSS’ approval.

Club president Heidi Crouse
spoke on behalf of NSSLHA,
presenting feedback from the
organization’s participation in a
Picture Exchange Communication System training workshop in
Portland. According to Crouse,
four group members made the
trip and about 40 people took part
in the workshop.
“The actual training stepped
us through six different phases,”
Crouse said. “We plan on going into group homes to provide
reminders for workers on how

ident Kiley Thibodeau-Harvey
spoke on behalf of the Women’s
Ultimate Frisbee Team, thanking the body for funding a trip to
compete out of state. According
to Thibodeau-Harvey, they took
20 girls for the first time ever. It
was the largest turnout in club
history.
“We won one game on Saturday and lost on Sunday,”
Thibodeau-Harvey said. “It was
a great opportunity to experience
[Frisbee] at the college level.”

Lacrosse for their fall tournament
in Vermont and $750 to the Tennis Club for tennis court fees.
VPSO Sarah Porter announced
that UMSG, Inc.’s website www.
umainesg.com has been streamlined, now listing all current
clubs on campus along with current officers and brief bios.
Minor hiccups in election
voting this year

While election voting on FirstClass has been a problem in past
elections, there
New Reprewere
minimal
sentative to the
issues,
accordGraduate SenJust hours after getting elected student-body president, Kimberly Dao answered a few
ing to Fair Elecate, Sergeant at
questions from The Maine Campus via FirstClass.
tions and PracArms elected
tices Committee
The Maine Campus: In the debate, you said, “Sometimes it’s hard to get the message
Chairman Shane
In the election
across when there are people who aren’t [as] actively engaged as we are.” Do you think the
Dorval.
for a new Repreproblem is with the way the message is being delivered or simply a lack of students who are
“No formal
sentative to the
willing to step out of their comfort zone a bit and involve themselves, especially in events that
complaints have
Graduate Senate,
are using University of Maine Student Government or Student Entertainment money? Two
been
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Sen.
Norwood
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25
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Executive Reports
Club president Michael St.
of familiar write-in votes.
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“Quite a few write-in votes
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The Maine Campus has been
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HELP WANTED:
The Maine Campus is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:
freelance photographers
news reporters
Email a resume to
Jesse Scardina on FirstClass
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Ian Black
from A1

crushed it.
“I’ll make you another one,”
Black said as he proceeded to
produce another pinecone and
toss it to her. He then pulled a
dollar out of his wallet and gave
it to her to thank her for doing a
good job with the pinecone.
Talking about how some alcoholic drinks are named after
people, he expressed his desire to
have a drink called the Michael
Ian Black, which would be an
Ambien dipped in Cool Whip.
That reminded him of a game he
claims to play called “Ambien
racing.”
To play, you must be driving
and wait until you’re 15 or 20
minutes from your destination,
then you “take an Ambien and
try to beat it.”
Black also talked about his
honeymoon in Amsterdam, getting high as a parent, how rock
band Creed changed his life, and
shaking and throwing babies.

Three-time Comedy Central
special star Birbiglia, who also
wrote, directed and starred in
the movie “Sleepwalk with Me,”
opened his set by talking about
the effigy of the hanging fake
referee that the student section
displays at University of Maine
men’s hockey games. He said
the impression it gives him is, “If
things don’t go our way, maybe
we’ll kill the ref.”
He also talked about the public perception of being killed by
a bear versus that of being killed
by a police officer.
“If a bear kills you, there’s
public outrage,” Birbiglia said.
“If a cop kills you, everybody’s
like, ‘It’s a pretty tough job.’”
Birbiglia reminisced about a
time he was arrested for driving
with a license he didn’t know
was suspended. He said he was
taken to the police station and his
shoelaces were taken away from
him as a safety precaution.
“Apparently it’s a common
thing that people hang themselves
when they have their licenses
suspended,” he said. “It’s called
suspension post-suspension.”

He also talked about his appearance on “Last Call with Carson Daly” on the same night actor
James Van Der Beek was on the
show, whom Birbiglia had been
told he resembled.
“If you were going to peg me,
I’m a cross between Matt Damon
and Bill O’Reilly,” he said.
Birbiglia talked about “Sleep-

shouted, “Thorndike,” Birbiglia
said, “I love being stuck by large
thorns and using homophobic
slurs.”
Lastly, Birbiglia recalled an
incident on a plane involving
a passenger with a nut allergy.
Birbiglia was eating a sandwich
that had nuts on the bread, so
the crew was insistent that he

“Politics reveal who you are and
some people are douchebags.”
Mike Birbiglia

walk with Me” and asked if it
was playing anywhere in the
Orono area, to which an audience
member responded that it played
at a theater in Waterville.
“I love Waterville,” Birbiglia responded. “I love water, I
love towns! Are there any other
vague places or buildings that
might not be real?”
After an audience member

either not eat the sandwich or
eat it in the bathroom.
He went to the bathroom
only to realize that he had a “fecal airspace allergy” and felt he
should be accommodated similarly to the passenger with the
nut allergy.
After Birbiglia’s set, Black
returned to the stage and both
comedians participated in a Q-

A5

curtain drawn at night to keep
the light out, but passersby who
were skeptical about Birbiglia’s
presence would bang on the
window late at night and prevent him from sleeping.
Black was asked about his
preparation for his sex scene
with Bradley Cooper in the
movie “Wet Hot American
Summer.”
“My preparation was gazing
lovingly into his eyes,” Black
said. “That’s all the prep I needed.”
When asked if he discussed
it with his wife, Black said, “If
she wants to eat, I’m going to
f--- Bradley Cooper.”
Birbiglia laughed and added,
“Put that in your f---ing newspaper!”
Despite the popularity of the
two comedians, only 230 tickets were sold, leaving the balcony and about half of the floor
level unoccupied. This made the
event far less attended than the
stand-up comedy performances
earlier this school year by Gabriel Iglesias and Bangor-native
Bob Marley.

and-A session with the audience.
Before taking questions,
Black and Birbiglia briefly discussed the presidential election.
“Politics reveal who you are
and some people are douchebags,” Birbiglia said.
One
audience
member
mentioned that Black’s show
“Stella” has gained a larger fan
base after its television run and
asked if a revival of the show
was planned. Black responded,
saying, “You’ve just perfectly
surmised my career to this
point.”
Referring to the fans who
started watching the program
when it was no longer on television, Black said, “Thank you,
but you didn’t watch it, because
if you had, I wouldn’t be here
performing in Orono, Maine.”
Another audience member
asked Birbiglia what he misses the most about “living in a
storefront window,” referring
to an ad campaign he participated in for Downy in which he
slept in a Macy’s store window
for a week. He said there was a

Derrick Rossignol • News Editor

Comedian Mike Birbiglia, left, who has starred in multiple Comedy Central specials, performed with Michael Ian Black, right, Wednesday night in the Collins Center for the Arts.
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Editorial

Students: Step out
of comfort zone

T

Remember your college admissions essay? The one you
wrote about how you were going to make the most of the
opportunity to attend any of the fine institutions you applied to: You promised to grow as a student, as a citizen,
as a person.
Students are increasingly projecting a general sense of apathy in
regards to campus life, which may send the wrong message to those
admissions officers who held your claim you were going to strive
for excellence in higher esteem than your barely above-average
high school GPA. For those of us who sought — and most often received — some sort of financial aid, our scant acknowledgement of
on-campus events shows a lack of willingness to engage with new
opportunities, instead content to enjoy what we’ve received and
carry on selfishly in pursuit of our personal goals. Whose parents
would genuinely be happy that their fresh-faced, college-bound son
or daughter turned out to be the kind of student who couldn’t be
bothered to look up from their micro-universe of reading responses,
Instant Netflix and Thirsty Thursdays and influence school policy,
or acknowledge the arts and culture community so many have
worked so hard to establish?
In exchange for what ultimately amounts to little time and money, students had the chance Wednesday to see two renowned, relevant stand-up comedians at the Collins Center for the Arts. Of the
nearly 12,000 students currently enrolled at the University of Maine
Orono, only 230 purchased tickets to see Michael Ian Black and
Mike Birbiglia — not only are they both entertaining, they are also
as good of an excuse as any to get out of your dorm and out of your
head. Is the chance for two Mikes on mics to change up your midweek mindset not worth the $20 and half of a Wednesday evening?
Another lackluster student turnout this week was for the UMaine
Student Government elections. Voting for student body president,
vice president, and on a referendum proposing to increase the student activity fee was a process that took literally seconds — except
for those who agonized for hours over sassy write-in votes — and
which was made easy and obvious by the balloting system set up on
FirstClass. Just over 2,000 students voted on each of the questions,
which, as it turns out, is not even enough to have rendered a favorable vote for the referendum, which it did not receive, valid. Apparently more than one-third of the student body needs to participate in
a vote in order to invoke a policy change, and a measly 25 percent
could be bothered this time around.
This may not be entirely representative of the level of student
interest for any given on-campus event. Perhaps popular comedic
entertainment, student government leadership and elections seeking
to directly influence how much all students pay for tuition just don’t
rank high enough on the list of priorities. This begs the question,
though — just what is enough to inspire participation around these
parts? A football game? A funky bluegrass spectacle at the CCA,
featuring a recent inductee to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame? A
presidential election?
Just remember, the next time you’re choosing to rinse and repeat your previous night’s activities instead of taking the smallest
of chances on trying to enjoy campus events geared toward exactly
you, ignoring your school-sanctioned options doesn’t make you independent or alternative. Even a polite disinterest should be scolded
as squandering an opportunity to be potentially entertained or enlightened. No man is an island, so Donne your best frock and go
trust in the potential that your surroundings can influence you in
profound and unexpected ways.
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Readers Speak
kingoflimbs, RE: “Birbiglia, Black share Collins Center stage”:
Enjoyed the show. Thanks
to everyone that helped put it
on. It’s a shame there weren’t
more people there.
Julie Arnold Lisnet, RE:
“Incest-themed play starts
run at Pavilion”:
Greg Mihalik played Hamlet for me two summers ago.
I’ve had the pleasure of directing him in several shows, acting with him in several shows
and seeing him in many others. I did a play-reading of
this show with him about a
year ago. To describe his considerable talent as “adequate”
blows my mind. And, as others
have pointed out, a well written review is not about revealing the entire plot. If that’s
all you know how to do in a
review, do the arts a big favor

and write about sports instead.

put her on mine.

Eric, RE: “‘For Profit’
play sheds light on student
debt”:
Thank you Lauren Reeves
and The Maine Campus for
posting this article about “For
Profit” and Aaron Calafato’s
amazing performance. I just
wanted to mention, as a correction, that it is the “Maine
Peace Action Committee” that
sponsored the show. I say this
just so people who read this article will know the exact name
of our group in case they are
interested in joining.

Bobby Beach, RE: “Editorial: King best choice for
U.S. Senate seat”:
Yes, college tuition is high,
and young adults pay back forever in debt, and some never
pay back. I don’t object to education for anyone, but there
has to be a balance, and it
should be directed to citizens
first.

Me and her, RE: “No regard for rights: Same-sex
marriage an equal protections issue”:
And don’t forget about
health insurance benefits. My
partner pays $642 per month.
It would cost $81 per month to

KS in the UK, RE: “Lance
Armstrong’s image latest to
take major hit”:
Really good article with
only one huge mistake. To the
true fan and cognoscenti, Armstrong never became “the face
of his sport.” He was the chap
who spoiled it by his focus on
the Tour de France long before
he spoiled it by his highly organized cheating, though clearly
he needed the latter to achieve

the former. Even if he had
never been caught, he would
never have been a “great” as
his palmares is myopic — the
true greats have classic wins
by the score, success in more
than one Grand Tour and a
good record in the winter sixday track circuit. They also
have a record of supporting local “fish and chippers,” small
local evening criteriums that
bring so much to the sport and
the communities where they
take place sometimes even on
the Wednesday night between
two important races. Sadly,
newcomers and most of the
American continent don’t understand any of this — it is in
no way a crime, but sad. However, thank heaven: Armstrong
himself thought he was the
“face of his sport,” and this
arrogance was fundamental to
the unfolding of his eventual
downfall.

Board games with Mitt: Romney’s
foreign policies a ‘Risk’ to say the least
Justin Lynch
Did you see the presidential debate Monday? If you
didn’t, you were probably partying endlessly at The Grove.
For those who decided to tune
in, we got quite a show, didn’t
we?
Mitt Romney unveiled his
foreign policy plan — it’s
called the instruction guide to
the board game “Risk,” where
he endlessly builds up an army
to try and colonize the world.
And it was evident that Romney wished he was playing
his other favorite board game,
“Monopoly,” because it was
clear he just didn’t know what
he was talking about when it
came to foreign policy. Romney was like the student who
is called on English 101 who
didn’t read Arthur Miller’s
“Death of a Salesman” and

needs to construct an answer
that leads to the salesman dying at the end of the play.
It’s one thing for a presidential candidate to say that Iran is
landlocked — look at a map,
Columbus. It’s one thing to try
and indict Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in the
World Court — it’s actually the
International Criminal Court,
and the U.S. has no jurisdiction, regardless. It’s one thing
to accuse China of currency
manipulation — there is no
joke here, it’s that bewildering.
It’s actually not OK at all.
But when your only foreign
policy experience is managing
a Swiss Bank account, it is understandable.
The larger and more dangerous problem is Mitt Romney’s
world view — the orientalist

notion that the world is clamoring for U.S. leadership, that
America is so star-spangledly
awesome that countries abroad
yearn for America to save the
day.
Does this sound familiar?
George W. Bush was the architect of this plan, and now the
torch is being carried forth by
Romney.
Not only is the Bush-Romney worldview wrong, but this
supercilious worldview itself
is actually the greatest threat
to the security of the United
States. This arrogant global
overreach that Bush II and III
proclaim is far more dangerous
than a nuclear Iran.
Imperial overreach has been
the downfall of many empires,
the most namely of them being
the bloated and overstretched

Roman Empire, which could
not defend its vast territory in
light of new challenges.
Romney’s insistence on increased military spending, even
when the military itself has said
they don’t want the money, is
the very definition of this imperial overreach and is the mark
of a president whose foreign
policy is a wet paper bag.
We cannot let our nation fall
victim to the imperial overreach
that has plagued previous hegemonies, for which Mitt Romney
advocates. Given that acting as
commander in chief is exactly
one half of the president’s constitutional duties, our country
can ill afford an amateur at the
helm of our armed forces, bent
on imperial domination who
views the world like a game of
“Stratego.”
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Handling of Benghazi crisis
poor by president, media
Katherine Revello

The debates are over, the truth, it implies a disturbing Clinton lied,” regarding Bush’s
election is closing in and Presi- lack of coordination within the response to the 9/11 attacks, are
dent Obama and Governor administration a lá Jimmy Cart- conveniently forgotten.
Romney are vociferously using er’s disastrous handling of the
Either way, the president
the last few days to inundate the Iranian Hostage Crisis.
should be ashamed of himself.
American people with messages
The only other explanation He’s allowed politics and the
about why they are best quali- is blatant dishonesty — the ad- election cycle to take precefied to be president. But there’s ministration, desperate to hold dence over a deadly attack on
one subject that’s conspicuous- onto the presidency as the elec- American soil.
ly absent from the realm of de- tion draws closer, is boldly lyBut as appalling as the presbate: the deadly attacks on the ing to the American people.
ident’s behavior has been, the
consulate in Benghazi.
Certainly, the president has media’s is almost worse. As far
For two weeks, Obama and responded to the death of four as most of the mainstream mehis administration officials went American citizens with cal- dia are concerned, the Benghazi
through a bumbling dance of lousness. The day after the at- debacle is nonexistent.
poorly choreographed conflict- tack, when the administration
Between NBC, ABC, CBS
ing statements, tentatively un- was supposedly still in the dark and CNN websites, only one
sure whether to allocate blame about the events surrounding story about Libya appears.
to an amateur YouTube video the attack, Obama flew off to a So far, a local NBC affiliate,
or to a coordinated terrorist
9 News, is the only one to
attack.
question Obama about the
But the administration’s
denied requests for help in
inability to voice a consisLibya.
tent answer that matches the
This pathetic response
facts isn’t the only outrage.
comes from the same media
As time passes, the chaos
who wear their ‘watchdog’
surrounding the attacks has Yes, the election is important role as a badge of honor.
only grown. Apparently, the
Some watchdog they make.
— as are the storm fronts Yes,
the election is important
Obama administration knew
2 hours after the attack that threatening the East Coast. — as are the storm fronts
threatening the East Coast.
al-Qaida was involved. Three
But four people died in
But four people died in
times, the two Navy SEALS
killed in the attack request- Benghazi, and the American Benghazi, and the American
ed backup and three times people have yet to be given a people have yet to be given a
answer as to why.
were told to stand down by
definitive answer as to why definitive
While it may not be politithe CIA. Drones may have
cally expedient for Obama to
been in position to help,
answer questions right now,
and Obama may have been
the point of the campaign
watching the events unfold
he’s attempting to win is for
via satellite feed.
the American people to deBut as each day unearths
cide who is best qualified to
more questions, they are met
lead the nation, especially in
only with silence and postulat- campaign event in Las Vegas.
ing. Obama has so far blamed a
Is that really the action of a times of crisis. And right now,
“lack of real-time information” president concerned about the President Obama has an opporfrom the intelligence commu- people he represents? No. And tunity — one that’s more potent
nity for his administration’s neither are the vague responses than any speech he could give
chaotic response.
to media questions about the on the campaign trail. It would
But is it really plausible that, handling of the attacks, nor are be nice if he and the media
on the anniversary of the 9/11 the accusations that Repub- would rise to the occasion.
attacks, no one in the Obama licans seeking to find out the
Kathrine Revello is a secadministration was aware of truth are using the deaths for
what was going on in the Mid- political reasons. Their snide ond-year journalism and politidle East? If this is indeed the chants of “No one died when cal science student

Yes on Question 1 is nobrainer this time around
The recent, aggressive out- love shouldn’t be hard: It’s a to support same-sex marriage
reach on campus by the “Main- moral obligation and one that on the November 2012 ballot
ers United for Marriage” and shouldn’t be influenced by the read, “Do you favor a law al“Equality Maine” may have ambiguously perceived reli- lowing marriage licenses for
annoyed University of Maine gious scripture that adversar- same-sex couples that protects
students, but the groups that ies cite.
religious freedom by ensursupport the voter referendum
The opposition stands be- ing no religion or clergy be
allowing same-sex couples to hind a 2008 report by the Wil- required to perform such a
obtain marriage licenses in the liams Institute of the UCLA marriage in violation of their
state of Maine have a reason School of Law, which said religious beliefs?”
to be.
that same-sex couples with
Secretary of State and ReAfter losing a very close children have fewer economic publican candidate for U.S.
repeal campaign three years resources and lower rates of Senate Charlie Summers conago, the current wave of mar- homeownership to provide for veniently left out this piece of
riage equality reform across their families, thus making the information just to make sure
the country provides the op- point that homosexuals are not Mainers still questioned the
portunity to attempt round two “good parents.”
religious freedom aspect of
— and they’re not losing this
This claim can be disputed, such legislation.
time.
but the economic benefit of
What you’ll read on the balSame-sex
lot is a simple quesmarriage is curtion: “Do you want
rently unrecogto allow the State
nized in Maine.
of Maine to issue
The state’s domarriage licenses to
mestic partnersame-sex couples?”
ship law still reThink hard about
Having homosevual friends
mains in effect,
this serious predicawho are both Republicans and
stating that the
ment. The question
Democrats, I personally see no
only legitimate
should read: “Would
marriage is one
harm in allowing this law to pass. you rather help our
between a man
struggling economy
and a woman. It’s outrageous and fundamentally
or side with an arSupporters
of
chaic, outdated exselfish to claim marriage as a
equal marriage
ploitation of fellow
strictly heterosexual undertaking. Americans?”
rights in the state
consider this to
Tough to answer
be
discriminathat, huh?
tion, and rightIn March 2011,
fully so.
Public Policy PollFormer Maine
ing found that just 47
Governor John
percent of Mainers
Logan Nee
Baldacci signed
supported same-sex
a bill in 2009 that
marriage. Just two
would have almonths ago, a poll by
lowed same-sex marriages in same-sex marriage legaliza- the same firm found that 52
Maine, but this was petitioned tion cannot. The Williams In- percent supported legalization
to a people’s veto. The law stitute reported in 2009 that of same-sex marriage.
was put on hold, and it was legalizing same-sex marriages
This gives hope — not just
eventually rejected by a vote would bring $60 million in for the millions of homosexuof 53 percent to 47 percent.
additional spending in Maine als in this country wishing to
Having homosexual friends over the next three years, be provided a given right, but
who are both Republicans and which would yield 1,000 new also for future of our country.
Democrats, I personally see jobs.
Equality for the lesbian, gay,
no harm in allowing this law
The opposition also claims bisexual and transgendered
to pass. It’s outrageous and that legalizing same-sex mar- community is the civil movefundamentally selfish to claim riage would violate religious ment of the 21st century in
marriage as a strictly hetero- freedom, forcing churches America.
sexual undertaking.
around the state to accept all
Fifty years from now, we
When it comes to push and marriage ceremonies even if will look back on this and ask
shove, it’s all about realizing it’s against their beliefs. This ourselves: “How were we so
that homosexuals are just like is also wrongheaded.
ignorant?”
any one of us. Deciding their
Vote “Yes on 1.” It’s a noThe original question subright to marry the person they mitted for the citizen initiative brainer.
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Voter turnout by
‘Generation Y’ feeble
with so much on the line
Young people don’t vote,
and this is a terrible problem.
In 2008, 46 percent of voters
aged 18 to 29 went to the polls.
That 46 percent was considered
to be extremely high. Contrast
that number with the 36 percent
of young citizens who voted in
the 2000 election. While voting exists as
the one true
way to present our views,
less than half
of those under
30 take part.
But it is we
— those of
“Generation
Y” — who
stand to gain
or lose the
most from the
happenings of
this country.
It is we who
have the most
at stake in the
aftershock of an election. While
the rest of society is by no
means obsolete or unaffected,
they are by far more likely to
weather the changing economic
and social policies that may
come.
Voting is a right U.S. citizens are entitled to after reaching 18 years of age. Yet, for
some reason, those with shiny,
new abilities seem to ignore
them. By contrast, according
to the Census Bureau, nearly

two-thirds of men and women
aged 65 and older vote. While I
mean no disrespect to the older
generation, I am able to recognize that the vote of today will
weigh much more heavily upon
the upcoming workforce, i.e.,
those between the ages of 18
and 29. Politicians realize that

vote. Apathy has plagued college students, especially in regard to voting. We expect to be
forgotten; we expect no change;
thus, we do not bother to vote.
But it is the college student, specifically, who needs to free up
time to head to the polls. If even
that is not doable, a majority of
states offer absenVoting is a right
tee
and
early votU.S. citizens are
ing procedures,
entitled to after
including
reaching 18 years
Maine.
While
of age. Yet, for some
it is not
entirely
reason, those with
simple to
vote, it is
shiny, new abilities
not nearly
seem to ignore them.
d i ff i c u l t
enough to
prevent
Jeri Cosgrove
you from
making
they must appeal to the largest your voice matter. If our intent,
voting demographic — the old- as the upcoming workforce of
er population — to win support. America, is to handicap ourThis creates a never-ending selves against success, then our
cycle. Support for students and current path is a valiant one.
young adults becomes minimal, However, I doubt this is the
and politicians aim to please case. With the economy strugonly those who are certain to gling and job opportunities
vote. Thus, we end up with fleeting, it is in your best interpolicies in place that benefit the est to vote until you become the
elderly, while placing a burden American voice.
on the younger generations.
Jeri Cosgrove is a third-year
The only solution to this
massive issue is to go out and English student

Love us? Hate us?

Write us.
Letters to the editor should be 300 words, concise and clearly written.
If applicable, include your academic year. Send all submissions to
opinion@mainecampus.com. Submissions may be edited for length,
clarity and style. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Opinion pieces should be roughly 650 words and clearly written.
Include your name, year and major. Submissions should be in .doc
format. Send all opinion pieces to opinion@mainecampus.com.

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
Brownies Brownouts
Bike rides Bike theft on campus
Geico Gecko Geico Cavemen
Pretzels Schnitzels
Fireplaces Global warming
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U.S. Presidents

Across
1- Jai alai basket;
6- Struck, old-style;
10- Cartoonist Silverstein;
14- Aquatic mammal;
15- “Give that ____
cigar!”;
16- Bit;
17- Task;
18- Like Nash’s
lama;
19- Queue before
Q;
20- Process of capitalizing;
23- Having four
sharps;
24- Not in;
25- Armed conflict;
26- Slow run;
27- Tranquillity;
32- Otherwise;
35- Subsequently;
36- For shame!;
37- In spite of;
41- Actress Pee-

Word Search

Down
1- Spherical bacteria;
2- Actor Hawke;

3- Mine excavation;
4- Actress Garr;
5- Playground retort;
6- Young salmon;
7- The ___ Love;
8- Don Juan’s
mother;
9- Currency unit in
Western Samoa;
10- Monkey;
11Conferring
honor;
12- Collar type;
13- Once around
the track;
21- Summer mo.;
22- Twixt’s partner;
26- Person whose
religion is Judaism;
27- Actress Spacek;
28- Tolkien tree
creatures;
29- Nipper’s co.;
30- Ike’s ex; 31Safecracker;
32- Feminizing suf-

fix;
33- Beef cut;
34- Seller of paper;
35- Ammo;
38Champagne
buckets;
39- Lilt syllable;
40- Summer hrs.;
45- Go back on
one’s word;
46- Tax pro;
47- Mental grasp;
49- Unaccompanied;
50- Apartment sign;
51- Absurd;
52- Donkeys;
53- Crime boss;
54- Prepared to
drive;
55- Author ___
Stanley Gardner;
56- Shark’s offering;
57Anatomical
passage;
58- Siamese, calico,
or tabby;

First complete the 7-letter word at the top
of each diagram. Then use the last two letters
of the first word as the first two letters of the
second word.

Zig Zag courtesy of Word-game-world.com

TRUMAN
EISENHOWER
KENNEDY
L JOHNSON
NIXON
FORD
CARTER
REAGAN
G H W BUSH
CLINTON
G W BUSH
OBAMA

ples;
42- Crucifix;
43- Heroin, slangily;
44- Plea;
46- Director’s cry;
48- Comparative
suffix;
49- PC program;
50- Acapulco aunt;
53- Star groups;
58- Walking stick;
59- Switch ending;
60- Book of maps;
61- Take down
___;
62- Brio;
63- New Hampshire
city;
64- Ripped;
65- Sandy tract;
66- Some Art Deco
works;

Zig-Zag
Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

A JOHNSON
GRANT
HAYES
GARFIELD
ARTHUR
CLEVELAND
B HARRISON
MCKINLEY
T ROOSEVELT
TAFT
WILSON
HARDING
COOLIDGE
HOOVER
FD
ROOSEVELT

Answer key in sports

http://www.oothpastefordinner.com

Dinosaur Comics

WASHINGTON
J ADAMS
JEFFERSON
MADISON
MONROE
J Q ADAMS
JACKSON
VAN BUREN
W HARRISON
TYLER
POLK		
TAYLOR
FILLMORE
PIERCE
BUCHANAN
LINCOLN

Crossword Puzzle

By Drew

Toothpaste for Dinner

Find and circle all of the words that are hidden in the grid.
The remaining letters spell an Abraham Lincoln quotation.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

Diversions

Answers: Apostle, Leaflet, Ethical, Allergy, Gymnast, Stretch, Chiffon
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CD Review:
Trey Anastasio
‘Traveler’

Film Review:
‘Argo’
With Affleck at helm, ensemble cast drives CIA adventure

Phish leader corrals main group’s free spirit for solo effort
By Stephen Lemont
For The Maine Campus

Phish frontman Trey Anastasio has always used his solo
efforts as an alternative to the
traditional sounds of Phish’s
guitar, bass, piano and drums
approach. While Phish is
known mostly for it’s lengthy
and improvisational live shows,
Anastasio has always used his
solo, live and studio efforts to
add sonic textures and dynamics that branch out from his
norms.
On “Traveler,” his first studio album since 2009, Anastasio enlists the help of producer
Peter Katis, who has worked
with artists such as Interpol,
The National and The Swell
Season. A myriad of guest
musicians also appear on the
album, including members of
The National and Bon Iver.
The album’s sound is one
that might need to grow on
those who are used to Anastasio’s work with Phish. A
pop-influenced, adult-contemporary flavor has taken center
stage alongside lyrics that have
surely matured from Phish’s
usually goofy, nonsensical vernacular. Katis keeps Anastasio
from drifting too far away from
this formula by keeping track
lengths down — the longest
track being just over 6 minutes.
The lead track, “Corona,”
sets the scene for the lush sonic
landscape that is to follow. As
a new song in Anastasio’s immense musical catalog, this
one is sure to please fans both
new and old.
“Let Me Lie,” makes its
third appearance on an Anastasio studio effort. It first was released on his 2006 solo album,
“Bar 17,” and then rerecorded
during Phish’s 2009 reunion album, “Party Time,” appearing
on a bonus disk for those who
purchased the box set. Much to
the dismay, grunts and groans
of many fans, Anastasio has,
for some reason, kept the song
around and evolving. But perhaps this version is where the
evolution comes full tilt. The
addition of Jennifer Hartswick
and Natalie Cressman’s back-

GK Films

By Jesse Scardina
Editor in Chief

ATO Records
ing vocals fill out the sound in a
way the Phish format couldn’t.
“Frost” is a beautiful song
and a welcome addition to the
repertoire. It is followed by
“Land of Nod,” a mostly instrumental track that showcases some of Anastasio’s Frank
Zappa influences. Toward the
end of the track, “I was asleep
for so long” is sung over and
over again, which one can infer
as a reference to Anastasio’s
past substance abuse issues
that he has since overcome.
As another track that began
as a Phish offering, “Pigtail”
has seemingly and permanently been handed over to Trey
Anastasio’s band. The studio
version exemplifies why, and
the female backing vocals, in
addition to a complimentary
horn section, do much to round
out the sound.
The Zappa influences of
“Scabbard,” the album’s most
bizarre track, could not be any
clearer to those familiar with
the late musician’s abstract, unconventional musical stylings.
For those purchasing “Traveler” in hopes of getting something reminiscent of Phish’s
sonically complex jams, this
is the track you do not want to

miss.
Anastasio’s band began
covering Gorillaz song “Clint
Eastwood” during their 2011
spring tour. Ever since, it has
remained a staple in the band’s
live performances, so much
so that they decided to cover
the song in a studio setting.
Anastasio gives way to Jennifer Hartswick on this track,
and her sassy, soulful vocals
breathe new air into the classic
track.
It is clear that, since becoming sober, Anastasio has
rejuvenated his love for music
and composition. The clarity
of his modern day lyrics, compositional work and recording
techniques show a man who
has matured in many ways and
who clearly enjoys every day
of his life.
Phish is coming off its best
tour since the band reunited
in 2009. Anastasio’s band has
proven a force to be reckoned
with and serves as a great outlet for all of his ideas that just
don’t quite fit into the Phish
realm.

Grade: B+

A Tribe Called Quest
incorporates jazz
Column
In the late ‘80s, a new trend
of “conscious rap” was just
beginning with the formation
of De La Soul. Like-minded
rappers, collectively referred
to as The
Native
Tongues,
helped
kick-start
the movement and
showed
that hiphop could
have
a
Trip Down
p o s i t i v e Memory Lane
message,
By Josh Deakin
a contrast
to
the
popular “Gangsta Rap” movement.
Another popular group that
emerged out of The Native
Tongues was A Tribe Called
Quest. Formed in 1985, the
group consisted of MC Q-Tip,
MC Phife Dawg, MC Jarobi
White and DJ Ali Shaheed
Muhammad. The group is similar to the style of De La Soul
in that they heavily incorporate
jazz influences into their music.
A Tribe Called Quest’s
first record, “People’s Instinctive Travels and the Paths
of Rhythm,” was released in
1990 and was met with fantastic reviews. The album even
received a perfect rating from
rap magazine The Source. The

album produced three singles
including the popular track
“Can I Kick It?” The song features samples from rock ‘n’
roll great Lou Reed’s smash
hit, “Take a Walk on the Wild
Side,” and the chorus was later
sampled by one of the greatest
rappers alive — Jay-Z.
The technical lyrics composition in the record speaks for
what the group had to offer.
The song shows the diversity
offered between Q-Tip and
Phife Dawg. Q-Tip exhibits
more layered rhymes and uses
multisyllabic rhyming in the
style of Rakim, whereas Phife
Dawg is more blunt with his
rhyming, while at the same
time maintaining the flow set
previously in Q-Tip’s verse.
Unfortunately, after the release
of their first album, Jarobi
White left the group to attend
school.
A year later, the group put
out their sophomore effort,
“The Low End Theory.” The
album has an even heavier
jazz influence, featuring a
track titled “Jazz (We’ve
Got),” and has a more layered
lyrical style that combines
nicely with simple drum patterns. With lyrics like, “So
push it, along, trails, we blaze
/ Don’t deserve the gong,
don’t deserve the praise / The
tranquility will make ya unball your fist / For we put hiphop on a brand new twist,”
A Tribe Called Quest made

it abundantly clear that they
were producing something
new by involving jazz influences. The album was eventually certified platinum by the
Recording Industry Association of America.
A Tribe Called Quest released their third record, “Midnight Marauders,” in 1993.
The album lived up to all of
the expectations set forth by
their previous album and stuck
with the same feel as their other records. The cover of the album featured pictures of other
rappers they respected, including the Beastie Boys, Chuck
D and Dr. Dre. The album had
three singles. The lead single,
“Award Tour,” featured a guest
appearance by fellow Native
Tongues MC, Trugoy from De
La Soul.
A Tribe Called Quest released a total of five albums
before they split up in 1998 to
pursue solo projects. Three of
their five albums were certified platinum. The group reunited in 2004 to perform at
the Rock the Bells concert in
Anaheim, Calif. By coincidence, the night of the concert
was the same night rapper
Ol’ Dirty Bastard of the WuTang Clan passed away. In
tribute, the group began their
set with a 10-minute tribute to
the deceased rapper. A Tribute
Called Quest has yet to produce a new album, but hopefully that will change.

mainecampus.com

Argo, the latest gem to come
from Ben Affleck’s directing
abilities, may be one of the top10 best movies I’ve ever seen.
Few movies have been able
to carry so much tension with
every scene. Every suspenseful moment seemed so real: It’s
hard to tell whether it was due to
the great acting or just the fact
that this true story is so effing
crazy.
Argo is based on the declassified CIA mission that took place
in 1979 and 1980 during the Iranian Hostage Crisis, which came
close to igniting the Cold War
multiple times and was the main
cause for the United States’ boycott of the 1980 Summer Olympics in Moscow. The film brings
you right into the takeover of the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran on Nov.
4, 1979, when a mob of Iranian
citizens held 52 Americans hostage for over a year.
Six diplomats evade capture
and hide out at the house of the
Canadian Ambassador to Iran
until a way to rescue them can
be devised. A number of ideas
are thrown around in the CIA’s
office, including saying that the
six are social workers, or Canadian teachers, or nurses. CIA
technical operations officer Tony
Mendez, played by Affleck, gets
the idea of disguising the diplomats as members of a film crew
searching for locations for a
science fiction movie “Argo.”
Bryan Cranston’s character, CIA
middleman Jack O’Donnell, ex-

Culture

from A12
ily activities available, such
as Chinese lettering, origami,
face painting, and cricket and
capoeira demonstrations. Elitsa
Stoyneva introduced children
to traditional Bulgarian clothing, music and dance.
Throughout the afternoon,
many performers stepped onto
the stage to present traditional
songs and dances from the
countries they represented.
Roghaiyeh Kalan performed
an Azerbaijani dance in an embroidered dress of green and
gold that fluttered when she
spun across the stage. Vincent
Hu, in an unassuming grey Tshirt and jeans, managed to
grab the attention of many attendees with his captivating
performance of a traditional
Chinese song.

plains the plan to his boss as,
“the best bad idea we’ve got.”
The movie provides little
backstory, so it’s assumed the
viewer has some knowledge
about the incident. One cinematic technique that is instantly noticeable is how the movie splices
in actual footage from the hostile
takeover of the Embassy, which
occurs throughout the movie.
It is an incredible addition and
adds a level of reality that is hard
to duplicate with acting.
In fact, during the credits at
the end of the movie, a number
of stills from the actual crisis
were shown with their Hollywood-produced counterparts.
The attention to detail that Affleck and co. showed was impeccable.
Speaking of Affleck, he assembled a cast — himself included — that might be the best
of the year so far, with reserved
respect to Steven Spielberg’s
upcoming biopic “Lincoln” and
Quentin Tarantino’s spaghetti
western “Django Unchained.”
But the foursome of Affleck,
Alan Arkin, Cranston and John
Goodman is about as good as it
comes and all of them had their
moments.
Goodman portrayed legendary special effects artist John
Chambers, who joins Mendez
in this covert mission, helping
in all the behind-the-scenes logistics that need to be acknowledged for a fake movie to be
believable. Goodman recruits
movie producer Lester Siegel,
portrayed by Arkin, to help
make a movie that’s never going

to be made. Siegel agrees, under
one condition: “If I’m going to
make a fake movie, it’s going to
be a fake hit.”
Arkin, much like he did in
“Little Miss Sunshine,” stole almost every scene he was in. In
one memorable moment midway through the film, Siegel
was being grilled by a reporter
on the meaning of the movie’s
title during a large press event
set up for “Argo.” After a number of rambling attempts, a perturbed Siegel answers the journalist: “Argo, f--- yourself.” The
three-word phrase soon began a
mantra for Mendez, Siegel and
Chambers throughout the film.
What I’ll take most from the
film is the remarkable evolution
of Affleck’s Hollywood career.
After spending a better part of
the ‘90s as a wonder-kid, Affleck
lost most of his credibility after
spewing garbage like “Daredevil,” “Gigli,” “Paycheck” and
“Jersey Girl.”
But after directing the emotionally charged “Gone Baby
Gone” and directing and starring
in “The Town,” Affleck cemented himself as a very, very good
Hollywood filmmaker with a
third-straight gem in Argo.
While it may not win an
Academy Award for Film of the
Year — considering a stacked
lineup of films awaiting the
Oscar season — it should get a
place in the conversation.

Children jumped onto the
stage between performances,
dancing along to the multicultural soundtrack that played
throughout the field house.
“I think it’s wonderful to
bring together different people
from different cultural backgrounds,” Rosser said. “On
our campus you don’t get such
a sense of it because people
are spread out doing their own
thing, but when we all come
together for functions like this
we do get a sense of who we
are as a campus, and I think
that’s really important.”
At the end of the event, there
was a display of the clothing
from many of the represented
countries in a fashion show.
There were thwabs and keffiyehs from Saudi Arabia, kimonos from Japan, sequined saris
from Nepal and India, dashikis
from Africa and many other
traditional outfits on display.

Sarah Joughin, the international student and scholar
advisor at UMaine, was an
emcee at the fashion show and
thanked everyone who attended the event.
“We could not have a festival like this if we didn’t have
wonderful people to come and
enjoy it,” Joughin said.
Culturefest is part of International Week and was sponsored in part by the Cultural
Affairs/Distinguished Lecture
Series, Student Government,
Division of Student Affairs and
Residents on Campus.
The Office of International
Programs and the International
Student Association host many
multicultural events throughout the school year. The next
event will be the 2013 University of Maine International
Dance Festival on Feb. 16 at
the Collins Center for the Arts.
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Gay comic brings laughs
for Coming Out Week
By Eric Berard

For The Maine Campus
As part of Coming Out
Week, comedian Sampson McCormick performed a stand-up
set Thursday night at the Donald P. Corbett business building
in room 100, courtesy of LGBT
services.
McCormick is an openly
gay comedian from Washington, D.C., with a unique act that
students of the University of
Maine seemed to enjoy. With
no one-liners during his show,
McCormick doubled his jokes
as stories from his own life experiences.
“I love doing comedy,” McCormick said. “I love it here
too, it’s very peaceful here. I’ve
done shows at some crazy places. Last week, I did a show at a
D.C. jail.”
McCormick related with the
audience, covering material that

branched from the presidential
election, vegans, marijuana,
family, babysitting and children,
even the responsibilities of being a cat owner. Many of McCormick’s stories were themed
around situations of what life is
like as a gay person.
“Being gay isn’t a choice. …
I don’t know, maybe my mother
ate too many skittles before she
had me!” McCormick said during his routine.
There was emphasis on HIV
testing, and McCormick joked
about his own experiences getting tested. The comedian sent a
message of importance toward
the audience to get tested. McCormick wasn’t afraid to pick
on the straight people either, taking a jab at the popular phrase,
“no homo,” commonly used by
straight men.
Being gay wasn’t the only
thing Sampson was open about.
Religion played a major part in

his routine and life. McCormick
told the audience Christianity is
something he believes in, yet he
challenges the viewpoint some
Christians have toward gay
people.
“Anything that teaches them
to hate themselves, isn’t right,”
said McCormick after the show.
“I’d say Adam and Steve came
eventually.”
In an interview after the
show, McCormick talked of
how he got into comedy.
“I accidentally got into comedy — I was the class clown.
My teacher told me if I don’t get
on stage, she was going to fail
me,” McCormick said.
He further explained the comedic style he chooses to use.
“I tell a lot of stories, some
comedians are funny, but they
act quick with one-liners. That’s
just not my style,” McCormick
said. “I’m a very talkative comedian. I find that people take

New UMaine club
celebrates homebrews
By Ezra Juskewitch
For The Maine Campus

It is not common knowledge,
but — thanks to the years of
prohibition — brewing beer in
the privacy of your home was
illegal in the United States until
1978.
Despite federal law, home
brewers kept the tradition of
beer-making alive. Mostly a
fringe movement, home brewing was virtually forgotten even
after the ban was removed. It
wasn’t until the rise of microbreweries and the resurgence of
“craft beer” that home brewing
witnessed a return to mainstream
American culture. If anything is
an indication of how far the micro-brewing and home brewing
movement has come, surely the
first official meeting of the University of Maine Brewing Club
is.
Before the club received
recognition from student government, it was just a group of
friends interested in making
beer. Tyler Doyon, the club’s
principal founder and president,
said of the clubs beginning, “I
realized that I had gotten into a
hobby that was becoming more
and more popular in households.
I started telling some friends
about home brewing and actually brewed some beer during the
last school year with them. I got

the idea to start a club during the
summer and got together with
those same friends who agreed
it was a great idea.”
So far, the club has received
positive responses from university administrators and students
alike, but there were lingering
doubts among campus officials who were concerned with
preventing underage drinking.
When asked about the issue,
Doyon responded, saying that
he had spoken with the proper
authorities on campus. “We will
have to hold people accountable
for any poor decision they may
make, but hopefully we will
not run into that situation,” he
added.
During the first meeting and
in an email exchange, Doyon
highlighted some of the advantages to home brewing. Brewing can be a great social activity,
building camaraderie as a batch
goes from a recipe to the inside
of a bottle. Doyon wrote, “Home
brewing can be a lifelong activity that can be shared and experienced with others of similar
interests.” In other words, it
bridges the gaps between separate groups; beer can be the lowest common denominator among
college students — and not just
the drinking of it, either.
Now that the doubts have
been put to rest and the Maine
Brewing Club has been official-

ly recognized, the group plans to
start small, eventually working
to produce larger, higher quality,
even competition-worthy brews
A problem, however, is finding a location to use. In addition
to a time commitment of several
hours, brewing requires safely
boiling several gallons of water. And although it seems like a
natural choice, the steam plant is
far from ideal for food and beverage production.
The group has several longterm goals. Among them is the
desire to bring in professional
brewers to provide technical advice, facilitate brewing sessions
and increase the club’s outreach
to the many outstanding breweries in Maine and New England.
One day, the group hopes that
their best brews will be submitted to home-brewing competitions. If all goes well for the
group in the coming years, the
club may be able to offer their
brews at local bars and restaurants — perhaps at the Bear’s
Den. In the meantime, the club
is focused on tackling the logistics of being a brand new student
organization.
The ultimate goal for the
UMaine Home Brewing Club is
best stated by Tyler Doyon: “If
every member is learning the
process of beer making, while
having fun at the same time,
we’ve met our goals.”

Visiting Artist Series
hosts Versteeg
By Rachel Curit

For The Maine Campus
The Intermedia MFA Program hosted multimedia artist
Siebren Versteeg for the Visiting Artist Series Tuesday, Oct.
23, in Lord Hall.
Versteeg uses computer programs he has written in combination with images and content
found from different Internet
sources to create his unique art.
When a project is completed,
it is displayed on a gallery’s
monitor. One common theme
for Versteeg’s work is that all
of the information he uses from
cyberspace is randomly pulled.
The seeds for Versteeg’s art
were planted by his father, a
metal fabricator, when he was a
child. His father used the fabricated metal to build sculptures.
Versteeg believes this early
exposure to art was one of the
most important influences on
his career. The second influence
comes from the media.
One project that Versteeg finished this year is called “Daily
Times.” Every day, the program
he wrote for this piece downloads the front cover of the New
York Times. An algorithmically
generated composition is then
created, informed by that day’s

cover. The next day, the finished
product is cleared, the most recent cover is downloaded and it
starts all over again.
For another project, using a
program he wrote, Versteeg randomly pulled 900 photographs
from Flickr and put them into
a grid. The only criteria for the
pictures were that “flash” had
to be in the titles. He ended up
with a variety of photographs
from camera flashes to “New
Orleans style” flashes to a dog
named “Flash.”
In a piece that the audience
found particularly humorous,
Versteeg took video clips of
different news anchors and applied his own subtitles. The
content for the subtitles was
drawn from a website called
My Online Diary, where people
can publish their diaries for the
public to see or keep them private.
Contrary to the idea that art
lasts forever, Versteeg admits
that his has an expiration date.
When the computer programs
are no longer compatible with
future technology, when people
stop using Flickr, or when the
New York Times stops printing daily issues, his art will
eventually stop functioning
as it does now. Versteeg does

admit, though, that he doesn’t
know what will happen to his
art when that time comes.
Versteeg received a BFA
from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and an MFA
from the University of Illinois
at Chicago. He also studied at
the School of Visual Arts in
New York and at the Skowhegan School of Painting and
Sculpture in Maine. Versteeg’s
art has been displayed in exhibitions around the country and
the world, from the Max Protetch Gallery in New York to
the Krannert Art Museum in
Illinois. His work was also exhibited in the National Museum
of Art in the Czech Republic.
The Visiting Artist Series
represents artists from a variety of different artistic backgrounds, including art, new
media, theater, dance, philosophy, art history, engineering,
communications, media studies, music, psychology, natural
sciences and many others. All
lectures in the Visiting Artist
Series are free to the public.
The next artists to be hosted
include Robert Saunders, Nov.
12 from 7 to 8 p.m. in 100 Lord
Hall; Tristan Perich, Nov. 27;
and Joanna Malinowska in
December.
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Gay stand-up comedian Sampson McCormick performs at DPC 100 on Tuesday for Coming Out Week.

away things a little bit better
when you do it like that. …I
try not to talk too much about
sex because people already
look at us as oversexualized. I
just started talking about experiences. People asked ‘Is this
normal?’ That’s f------ normal. I

think, ‘This might make people
uncomfortable,’ but it’s a true
story and we can talk about it.”
When asked who he is influenced by, McCormick dropped
the names of Bill Cosby and
Whoopi Goldberg, without hesitation. Sampson McCormick

isn’t just a comedian, but an
activist and has written a book,
titled “Taboo Village: A Perspective On Being Gay in Black
America.” McCormick even
has a YouTube channel with
an upcoming web series called
“Laced Fronts.”

Music tied to life’s
fondest memories
Column
Whether or not you find it
written in your overpriced textbook, music is a big part of history, both politically and personally.
People
remember where
they were
when they
first heard
a special
a l b u m
or
song
—
they
remember
their initial
How I Hear It
reaction to
By Derrick
it or they
Rossignol
have some
sort
of
deep connection to it. When I listen to The
Cure, I almost always think back
to the summer of 2011, which
was when I really got into the
group because their upbeat tunes
suited the season so perfectly for
me.
Writers at SPIN and New
Musical Express have recently
gotten nostalgic as well. On Oct.
11, SPIN posted a retrospective
of Weird Al Yankovic’s Nirvana
parody, “Smells Like Nirvana.”
On the same day, an NME blogger wrote about Rage Against
the Machine’s self-titled debut
album, both of which celebrate
their 20th anniversaries this
year.
The year 1992 was an eventful one for me: I met a lot of new
people, moved into a new house
and was born. It might be because my brain wasn’t yet able
to form memories, but nothing
that I listened to that year really
sticks out, so I don’t share the
same sense of nostalgia for these

records as others.
Listening to them now,
though, I recognize that they’re
fine, historically significant records, but not something I’d go
out of my way to listen to. Reading those articles, I figured I had
to have something better from
that year in my iTunes library.
Not really. I have a few early
Verve songs, various tracks from
Nirvana, Bob Marley, The Cure.
I also have Massive Attack’s debut album, titled “Blue Lines,”
which is a recent discovery I’ve
come to really dig over the last
week.
There is one last 1992 album
I have, both digitally and on CD,
that I not only think is better than
Rage’s record and the “Off The
Deep End” album that contains
“Smells Like Nirvana,” but is arguably one of my top-10 favorite
albums ever: Blind Melon’s selftitled debut.
Because of the success of “No
Rain” and the lack of success of
all subsequent singles by the neopsychedelic group, Blind Melon
was branded as a one-hit wonder.
There is obvious truth to that, but
that identification has led to their
debut album being unjustly overlooked and not recognized as the
well-rounded effort that it is.
Even without “No Rain,”
“Blind Melon” should be hailed
as a quintessential ’90s rock album. At 55 minutes, it’s a bit
lengthy, but the diversity keeps it
interesting.
“Soak the Sin” and “Seed to
a Tree” shows the edgier, harder rocking side of the record,
while “Time” is more ambient than anything on the album
and “Tones of Home,” “Paper
Scratcher” and “No Rain” are
flower-power anthems.
While I think this album is
better than the aforementioned
two, and I’m disappointed that

it’s underappreciated, I can’t
blame the magazine writers for
fondly looking back on their favorites. Music is strongly tied to
memory, so it’s common to rank
albums more highly than they
should be if they are associated
with something good in your
life.
I consider “The Earth is Not
a Cold Dead Place” by post-rock
band Explosions in the Sky to be
my favorite album of all time.
My cousin recommended the
album to me in August 2008 as
an introduction to post-rock. I sat
in the chair in the corner of my
living room with my headphones
plugged into my laptop and was
blown away.
It was unlike anything I had
ever heard before. I had heard instrumental rock music, and I had
heard progressive rock music, but
my introduction to post-rock was
so much more epic and sweeping than the wordless songs that I
only found mildly interesting before. That album opened my ears
to more instrumentally based
varieties of music like ambient,
jazz, film scores, progressive
house, American Primitivism
and long-form psychedelic rock.
The exposure and enjoyment
that the album provided has me
viewing it through a rose-colored lens — listening to their
2011 album “Take Care, Take
Care, Take Care,” I almost think
that it’s as good or better than
“The Earth.”
I guess what I’m trying to say
is that it’s important to love music, no matter what the reason.
I’ve read so many articles online
where writers recount specific
memories they associate with
their favorite songs and how listening to them takes them back
to these great times they had.
That’s a pretty powerful thing.

Iraq War vet speaks
about human violence
By Dustin Graham

Special to The Maine Campus
The Bangor Room in the
Memorial Union was filled with
students, faculty and community members Oct. 25 to listen to
the Thursday afternoon lecture
by Iraq War veteran and peace
leader, Paul Chappell, who
spoke about whether human
beings are naturally violent,
whether it’s possible to end war
and how each of us can wage
peace.
After being introduced by
Dan White, a representative for
the Maine Peace Action Committee, Chappell asked, “What
do you think of when you hear,
‘world peace’?” Then, referencing “Miss Congeniality,” a
movie starring Sandra Bullock,
he said, “It is a common statement made by Miss America
pageant contestants. We all have
our own perception on what this

actually means. Most people
think of ‘end of war,’ but it is
more than that.”
After graduating from West
Point in 2002, Chappell served
in the army for seven years.
When he left active duty in November 2009, he was a captain.
Since then, he has published four
books: “Will War Ever End?”
“The End of War,” “Peaceful
Revolution” and “The Art of
Waging Peace.” Three of these
books were available for purchase at the lecture. Chappell
currently lives in Santa Barbara,
Calif., where he is the Peace
Leadership Director for the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation.
Chappell was invited to the
University of Maine by Peace
and Reconciliation Studies, a
program that focuses on education for peace, justice, human
rights, nonviolence, tolerance,
global understanding and environmental responsibility. Chap-

pell highlighted each of these
focus areas in his lecture as he
discussed history of war and
talked about the nonviolence
missions of peace leaders, such
as Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Gandhi.
“Human beings are not naturally violent,” Chappell said.
“We were conditioned to become violent. That is why it is
up to us to solve that problem.
World peace is possible, but
it will continue to take a lot of
work. We just have to keep being active — and we can do it.”
Chappell concluded his lecture with a question and answer
session with members of the audience.
Chappell’s visit to Maine also
included speaking at the University of Maine at Farmington and
Waterfall Arts in Belfast on Oct.
26. He also presented a public
talk workshop on Waging Peace
at Waterfall Arts Oct. 27.
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Models, designers strut their stuff for cancer
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Her Campus UMaine raised $233 for cancer research with the second annual Epic Fashion Show.

By Lauren Reeves
Asst. News Editor

The second-annual University of Maine Epic Fashion
Show, hosted by Her Campus,
turned out to be another great
success. The Tuesday night
show raked in $233 for Susan
G. Komen for the Cure, a foundation that supports breast cancer research.
Also known as the “Collegiette’s Guide to Life,” Her Campus is an online magazine that
targets female college students.
Chapters have emerged in different colleges and universities
throughout the country.
Campus
correspondents
Katrina Horgan and Olivia
Fournier run the University of
Maine’s chapter and were able
to put on a successful evening
with the help of the Her Campus staff, the Foster Center for
Student Innovation, fashion
show models and local fashion
lines.
According to Fournier, this
year’s event was even more
successful than last year because Her Campus was able to
get more designers and more
clothing items donated because of the accomplishments
of their first fashion show.
Horgan reported that the
event sold 48 tickets, which
was comparable to the turnout
from last year. All ticket sales
went to support the Susan G.
Komen Foundation for the
Cure.
The fashion show, held in
the Foster Center for Student
Innovation, “went really well,”
Horgan wrote in an email.
“[W]e were able to feature the
same fashion lines from last

year as well as new ones, such
as Mexicali Blues, Stella and
Dot Jewelry.”
All of the featured clothing
in the fashion show came from
local Maine designers and
clothing stores. Ronin Apparel
and Maine Home Shirt were
two local T-shirt design companies whose fashionable and
fun designs were strutted down
the runway.
“We began planning back
in September,” Horgan wrote.
“[H]owever, things did come
together quite last minute, considering we only agreed on the
date of the show the first week
of October.”
Both Horgan and Fournier
agreed the time crunch was
the hardest part of making the
fashion show come together,
reporting that they had to have
backup plans in case anything
fell through.
Staff at the Innovation Center assisted with the planning,
scheduling and equipment setup and finding designers.
“Lucas Kronlund, who represents UMaine for the Cure,
was a big help in contacting
student entertainment to arrange the stage and key elements like that,” Horgan said.
UNO’s Chicago Grill and
Monster Energy donated food
and drinks. Most importantly,
the local designers and artists
were the ones who made the
entire fashion show possible.
Horgan reported that there
were no misfortunes during
the night. “[T]he hardest part
about getting the show to run
smoothly was that we were
only able to start setting up at
5 p.m. the night of the show so
we had a lot to do in just a few

hours, the only mishap was the
missing runway lights.”
With some quick thinking,
members of the Her Campus
team and other volunteers were
able to solve the problem, using lighting from their own
homes.
“We overlooked that part of
it and just assumed it was with
the runway, but it was not,”
Horgan wrote. “Overall, the
show went really well, and we
were able to raise a considerable amount of money for Susan G. Komen [for the Cure]
which is a great cause. It felt
really great after it was all over
to know that it all came together in the end and everyone
enjoyed themselves.”

Annual festival
takes trip
around globe
By Dominique Scarlett
Multimedia Editor
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Students and faculty gathered to raise the Gay Pride Flag on Monday.

The International Student’s
Association and the Office of
International Programs hosted
the 25th annual Culturefest, an
afternoon event that highlights
numerous cultures and countries
through exhibits, food, music,
performances and activities.
Hundreds attended the Oct.
27 event, which took place in
the University of Maine Memorial Gym and Field House. The
food court, children’s area and
exhibit tables were some of the
many points of interest at Culturefest.
Attendees visited with representatives from different countries and student organizations,
browsing through various pamphlets, photos and cultural artifacts that were on display. Everything from henna tattoos at
the Muslim Student Association
table to samples of carlota, a
Mexican dessert, at the Mexico
table was included.
“I think it’s a good idea to in-

troduce people to Mexican culture, just so they have another
view of Mexico,” said Karolehen Cruz, a representative from
the Mexico table and UMaine
biology student. “It’s a really
beautiful place to go.”
The event hosted a food court
that served dishes from countries all over the world. Some of
the foods that were available included empanadas from Chile,
moi moi from Nigeria, a buildyour-own poutine stand hosted
by Club Canada and meat pies
from Australia.
“Not a lot of people get to go
to Australia,” said Mary Rosser,
a native of Queensland, Australia, and host at the Australia
table, “so we try to bring a little
taste of it to Maine.”
A panel of judges sampled
food to determine the best dishes in a number of categories.
The award for best food went to
Sri Lanka and best dessert went
to Bulgaria.
There were also various famSee Culture on A10
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Diamond leading the
way for UMaine
Senior forward uses physical
style to lead the Black Bears

Sports

San Francisco (Sun.) 4 3 Detroit F/10 SF wins 4-0
New England (Sun.) 45 7 St. Louis @ London
New York Giants(Sun.) 29 24 Dallas

Green Bay (Sun.) 24 15 Jacksonville
Atlanta (Sun.) 30 17 Philadelphia
Indianapolis (Sun.) 19 13 Tennessee OT

“Our biggest sight for the future is winning Hockey East.”   

University of Maine women’s ice hockey junior forward  Brianne Kilgour
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NBA Season
Preview
How new faces in new places
will affect the NBA this season
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UMaine football earns another road win

Black Bears travel to William and Mary and upend Tribe 24-10, move to 3-2 away from Orono, winless at home
Joe Sturzl

Sports Editor

File Photo

The University of Maine football team grabbed its third away win of the season, beating the College of
William and Mary 24-10 Saturday afternoon.

Two 2-4 teams had the chance
to improve upon their record
on Saturday afternoon at Zable
Stadium on the campus of the
College of William and Mary,
as the University of Maine football team traveled to take on the
Tribe. UMaine junior quarterback
Marcus Wasilewski and freshman
running back Nigel Jones lead the
way through the air and on the
ground as the Black Bears were
victorious 24-10.
UMaine took the lead on their
first drive of the day and would
not relinquish it for the remainder
of the afternoon. Wasilewski’s
first pass of the day was good for
22 yards to sophomore wide receiver Arthur Williams, which set
the tone for the game. Wasilewski
also hit up junior tight end Justin Perillo on the possession before finding senior wide receiver
Maurice McDonald in the end
zone to put UMaine up 7-0 with
10:20 to play in the first quarter.
McDonald was the leading wide
receiver for the Black Bears with
seven receptions for 43 yards and
a touchdown.
After a missed Tribe field goal,
UMaine was able to extend their
lead on the second drive of the
game. Black Bear junior running
back Rickey Stevens caught a 49-

yard pass from Wasilewski to get
the drive started and get within
scoring range. After a 7-yard
pass to McDonald, UMaine was
forced to settle for a 31-yard field
goal after their drive stalled on the
William and Mary 14-yard line.
The senior kicker Brian Harvey
field goal gave the Black Bears a
10-0 lead with 1:49 to go into the
first quarter.
The Black Bear defense was
able force a three-and-out, as
UMaine looked to score on for the
third time in as many possessions.
Jones and Wasilewski rushed to
start the drive off before junior
wide receiver Derrick Johnson
rushed for 28 yards into Tribe territory. Wasilewski hit sophomore
receiver Damarr Aultman with a
12-yard strike with 11:30 to play
in the second quarter, extending
UMaine’s lead to 17-0. Jones finished the day with 60 yards on 8
carries while Aultman recorded 24
receiving yards with three catches
and two touchdown receptions.
William and Mary responded
with a touchdown drive of their
own. Sophomore running back
Keith McBride got the drive
started before sophomore quarterback Raphael Ortiz hit senior
wide receiver C.J. Thomas for a
17-yard pick up. Ortiz would hit
sophomore wide receiver Sean
Ballard on a 26 yard pass to make
the score 17-7 with 8:20 to go in

the second quarter. Ortiz finished
with 142 yards passing, completing 11 passes out of 23 attempts
and one interception. Ballard was
the leading receiver with 89 yards
on seven catches and a touchdown, while McBride lead the
running game with 89 yards on
20 carries.
At the end of the third quarter,
William and Mary started a drive
on their own 1-yard line. McBride
did the majority of the work getting the Tribe to midfield, and Ortiz and McBride shared the duties
from there on. After getting to the
UMaine 15, the drive was stalled,
and the Tribe settled for a 32-yard
field goal to bring them to within
seven of UMaine with 14:49 to
play in the game.
The Black Bears marched
down the field on their next drive
with the goal of making it a twopossession game. Wasilewski,
Jones and McDonald were the
main contributors on the drive,
with Jones picking up gains of
12-, 9- and 15-yard carries on
the drive. Wasilewski found
Aultman in the end zone for the
second time in the game on a 3yard touchdown pass to finish off
the scoring for UMaine, putting
them up 24-10 with 9:12 to go.
Wasilewski had a very efficient
passing day, completing 19 out of
See Football on B4

Women’s soccer UM men’s basketball crushes
Laval in exhibition 82-39
drops home
playoff game
Charlie Merritt
Staff Reporter

Joe Sturzl

Sports Editor
On a cloudy, windy Sunday
afternoon, the University of
Maine Black Bears and Stony
Brook University Sea Wolves
battled on Alumni Field to win
a shot at playing in the America
East conference championship
game.
After playing a tie game
since the 22:06 mark, freshman
forward Sarah Darmanin kicked
the game-winning chip shot over
UMaine senior goalkeeper Meagan Price-Leibenzeder in the
82nd minute, boosting the Sea
Wolves over the Black Bears by
a score of 2-1.
Stony Brook had to come
from behind in this contest to
win, as the Black Bears got
on the board very early in the
game.
UMaine junior midfielder
Nikki Misener assisted sophomore forward Jordan Pellerin
only 45 seconds into the game,
giving UMaine a 1-0 lead. Pellerin led the Black Bears offense
with three shots, two shots on
goal and one goal.
UMaine had the advantage
over Stony Brook in size and
speed, and the Black Bears had
many more opportunities to
score during the course of the
game than the Sea Wolves. This
was due in part to a great defensive effort led by freshman back
Noelle Leon-Palmer. But Stony
Brook was able to capitalize
on their few opportunities they
were afforded, scoring on two
of their four total shots on goal.
UMaine recorded nine shots on
goal, only putting one past junior goalkeeper Ashley Castanio. Stony Brook head coach Sue
Ryan said her team is no stranger
from come from behind games.
“I can’t say enough about
Maine,” Ryan said. “We have
so much respect for them, their
players and coaching staff.
They’re such a competitive team
that just keeps coming at you.
They did a good job putting
pressure on us today, coming out

and scoring an early goal. As a
team, we’ve had to come from
behind and overcome adversity,
and I think that has been helping
us in games like this.”
Stony Brook was able to tie
the game at 22:06 when freshman midfielder Kristen Baker
kicked the ball high in the air,
which took a large bounce over
a couple of UMaine defenders.
Price-Leibenzeder jumped up
to try and tap it out, but it sailed
over her hand and into the net to
tie the game at one goal apiece.
“I don’t know if it was a miscommunication, or if we let the
ball bounce,” said UMaine head
coach Scott Atherley. “One of
the things we always talk about
defensively is that you can’t let
the ball bounce. Bad things happen when the ball bounces, and
it did. But it happened, and I
thought our team was resilient
— we just kind of rode the wave
a little bit and we got back on
our feet.”
Thirty seconds before halftime, UMaine junior forward
Maggie Malone and sophomore
forward Charlene Achille had
two prime opportunities to give
UMaine a lead, with the ball sitting right on the goal-line at one
point, but the Sea Wolves kept
the ball at bay and the game
went into the half tied 1-1.
UMaine came out strong in
the second half, keeping the
ball in their possession for the
majority of the period. Pellerin
had a close-up opportunity when
Castanio stopped a previous
shot, but she kicked the rebound
shot wide right.
Another opportunity came
for UMaine when Stony Brook
freshman forward Raven Edwards committed a foul, giving
UMaine a free kick, but the free
kick was headed wide right of
the goal.
It was during the 82nd minute when Darmanin chipped the
ball into the net to give the Sea
Wolves the lead for good.
Even though UMaine looked
See Soccer on B4

The University of Maine
men’s basketball team got started
on the right foot, defeating Laval
University 82-39 in Saturday’s
exhibition game at Alfond Arena.
The Black Bears were led by
senior forward Mike Allison, who
scored 17 points on 7-9 shooting
from the field and grabbed eight
rebounds. It was a good game for
the Black Bears to get their new
players up to speed, as 11 players
played at least 5 minutes in the
contest. UMaine held Laval to 32
percent shooting from the field.
“I was pleased we had a lot of
carry over from our practice situations,” head coach Ted Woodward said. “I thought we made
them work hard for everything
they got.”
The Black Bears jumped out
early as sophomore point guard
Xavier Pollard forced the first of
23 Laval turnovers and finished
with a break away layup. UMaine
would continue to roll, dumping
the ball into junior forward Aladsair Fraser who finished consistently at the rim using drop steps

and baby hooks to keep the Laval
defenders off balance. UMaine
lead 15-2 before the first Laval
timeout at the 15:30 mark in the
first half.
“Always want to start off
strong and it always feels good
to play someone new when you
have just been banging on each
other in practice,” Allison said.
Laval was no match for
UMaine’s athleticism and size.
Fraser and Allison constantly
beat the Laval big men up the
floor allowing them to get good
positioning in the post for scoring opportunities and offensive
rebounds. Fraser finished with 13
points on 5-9 shooting with three
rebounds and five assists, while
Allison chipped in four offensive
rebounds and a blocked shot.
“We always want to strive to
get better,” Fraser said. “Its nice
to see all the new guys up out
there.”
Pollard provided a bright spot
for UMaine stepping into the point
guard role. He finished the game
with six points and two assists
with only one turnover while getting UMaine into their offensive
See Laval on B4
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Senior forward Mike Allison finished with 17 points in the University of
Maine men’s basketball rout of Laval University 82-39 on Saturday.

Men’s hockey drops to 1-6 on
season after Friars sweep
Joe Sturzl

Sports Editor
Chasing not only their first
win of since Oct. 13 but their first
conference victory, the University of Maine men’s ice hockey
team traveled to Providence College for a weekend series to open
Hockey East play. However, the
results were similar to those seen
against St. Lawrence University
the previous week, as UMaine
was swept again.
UMaine junior goaltender
Martin Ouellette earned the start
for Friday night’s game, which
began with promise, as UMaine
was the first team on the board.
This was a plus in more than one
light: not only did the offensively

struggling Black Bears get on the
board first, it was their first power
play goal of the season. UMaine
was 0-26 in power play opportunities before sophomore forward
Connor Leen was assisted by
sophomore forward Stu Higgins
and freshman defenseman Ben
Hutton to give UMaine a 1-0 lead
8:24 into the first period.
Providence would even the
game up with a power-play goal
of their own 10 minutes later
when freshman defenseman John
Gilmour was assisted by junior
forward Derek Army and senior
forward Tim Schaller to tie the
game at one goal a piece 18:26
into the first period.
The score would remain 1-1
through the entirety of the sec-

ond period, but penalties were
abundant. UMaine as a team was
given a penalty 6:55 into the second period, one of six penalties
handed out in the period to both
teams.
The third period got off to a
quick start, with Providence taking the lead only 2:56 into the
game. Sophomore forward Drew
Brown put the Friars up 2-1 with
assistance from redshirt freshman
forward Noel Acciari and senior
defenseman Myles Harvey.
A little more than 2 minutes
later, Providence extended their
lead again when freshman forward Steven McParland hit one
into the net with the assists being
credited to Harvey and Brown.
UMaine senior defenseman

and co-captain Mike Cornell was
not going to let the Black Bears
finish the game being down 3-1,
and with 8:38 played in the third
period, Cornell lifted the Black
Bears to their second goal of the
night, being assisted by junior forward Mark Anthoine and senior
forward Nick Pryor. Even though
he is a defenseman, Cornell led
the Black Bears offensively with
six shots on goal, scoring one.
Providence was able to hang
on to the 3-2 lead, taking game
one of the series. Ouellette saved
24 shots while Providence freshman goaltender Jon Gilles of
South Portland, Maine saved 27
shots on the night.
See Men’s Hockey on B4
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Women’s basketball shows
off in blue-white scrimmage
Joe Duball

For The Maine Campus
In recent years, the University of Maine women’s basketball team has fallen into the
shadows of the other sports
teams on campus. The women’s
team has not won more than
eight games in a season, over
the last five years. Although it
has been a rough stretch, there
may finally be light at the end
of the tunnel.
After a respectable turnaround last season that saw the
team reach the quarterfinals
of the America East Tournament, the women are preparing to take the program to new
heights this season. That hard
work and preparation was put
on display Saturday morning
at the annual Blue vs. White
scrimmage held at Memorial
Gym.
The scrimmage gave fans
an opportunity to preview this
year’s squad, but UMaine head
coach Richard Barron saw it as
a test for his players.
“We’re looking forward to
our blue and white scrimmage
to give us a measuring stick of
how much we have learned in
the first three weeks,” Barron
said prior to the event.
Barron noted that the girls
had been working tirelessly on
their offensive sets and chem-

istry throughout the first three
weeks. That practice showed
Saturday. The offense for both
sides showed plenty of continuity as they were able to execute give-and-go’s and demonstrate their ability to move
without the ball.
Included in the offensive
showcase was the team’s strong
shooting from the perimeter.
There was a barrage of 3-point
field goals that found the bottom of the net from the likes
of sophomore guard Courtney
Anderson, freshman guards
Lauren Bodine and Brittany
Wells and freshman forward
Liz Wood. Barron did not say
whether the team would rely
heavily on shots from beyond
the arc, but he did indicate that
it is definitely a strength.
“The ability to shoot the
ball from behind the arc opens
up the defense and will be a
huge key,” Barron said. “If
people start to take that away,
then that will open up our inside game and cuts.
“When you get one thing
going then it will open up other opportunities for you,” Barron added.
According to Barron, the
focus on offense during preseason has come at a price,
as the team is now suffering
somewhat of a defensive disadvantage. While the full-court

press looked to be top-notch,
the transition defense on fast
breaks and defenders hedging screens seemed to still be
developing. With the offense
clicking so well, it was not as
surprising to see the defense
falter. But Barron believes
things will get better with time
and experience.
“It’s going to be key for us
to develop our overall defense
and rebounding as the season
goes on,” Barron said.
While there are many new
faces to the program trying to
get acclimated with the system, there is still a veteran
presence on the club, with
players like senior forward
Corinne Wellington. Wellington has endured the various
highs and lows the team has
gone through in her first three
seasons, but she has been encouraged by what her and her
teammates have done so far.
“All these girls are very
talented and bring something
to the team,” Wellington said.
“We are a lot better right now
than we were last year at this
time.”
Being one of the few veteran presences, Wellington
has committed herself to doing whatever is needed for the
the team to be successful. The
senior explained how she had
been working on all facets of

UMaine men’s basketball
prepares for new season
Charlie Merritt
Staff Reporter

The winter weather may
make for cold toes and a frosty
car, but it also means basketball season is upon us. The
2012-2013 lineup is gearing
up to start what should be a
promising season for the University of Maine Black Bears
men’s basketball team.
The 2011-2012 campaign
may have been a disappointment as far as wins and losses
— the Black Bears finished 610 in America East and 12-17
overall — but it was far from
a lost season. UMaine saw
themselves win three straight
conference games at one point,
including a 80-69 victory over
the University of New Hampshire, and beat Atlantic-10 foe
Rhode Island early in the season.
The Black Bears also
brought in some very excit-

ing freshmen who contributed immediately while some
other great players finished
their UMaine careers. It will
be hard for the Black Bears
to say goodbye to Gerald
McLemore, who finished third
in the America East in scoring averaging 17.0 points per
game, and first in the league in
free throw percentage at 92.4
percent. McLemore would end
his lustrous UMaine career as
the all-time 3-point leader in
Black Bear history.
“It’s part of college basketball. We have graduated nine
guys in the past year but so
has everyone else,” said head
coach Ted Woodward.
The Black Bears also lost a
pair of subsidizing guards —
Raheem Singleton and Andrew
Rogers — to graduation. Their
contributions helped the Black
Bears finish first in America
East in assists with 14.1 per
game, second in points scored

with 68.6, and first in assistto-turnover ratio. If the Black
Bears want to take the next
step in America East, they
must rebound the basketball
better as they finished sixth in
the league in rebounding margin at -2.3 per game.
“We should be in the top of
our league in rebounding just
from our size and we got to
work hard on developing our
depth,” Woodward said.
Despite key losses to graduation, UMaine is expecting
some big steps to be taken
by returning players. UMaine
returns rookie of the year
selection sophomore Justin
Edwards, all-defensive first
teamer Mike Allison, and preseason first team All-Conference selection Alasdair Fraser.
Edwards was the most
pleasant of surprises for the
See Basketball on B4

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The University of Maine women’s basketball team warmed up for the season with a blue-white scrimmage.

her game during the offseason,
including an outside game that
Barron jokingly deemed as a
cause for “cardiac problems.”
“They told me if I put in
the work that I would be able
to take those kinds of shots,
and that’s exactly what I did,”
Wellington said. “I’ve put a lot
of work into becoming a better
player for my team’s sake.”
The effort towards improving has not just been limited to
Wellington, as each player has
come a long way in Barron’s
eyes. Barron praised his players for their work ethic and

Jon Ouellette

For The Maine Campus
After beginning her college
hockey career with a knee injury,
redshirt junior Brianne Kilgour
now finds herself in a lead role
on a young University of Maine
team still finding its legs in the
season’s early stages.
Kilgour has been relied on as
a role player and penalty killer
in years past, but this season has
brought new expectations from
the coaching staff. The Black
Bears have nine new faces on the
roster this season, putting more
pressure on veterans like Kilgour
to step into leadership roles to
help the freshmen become acclimated to UMaine’s system.
“We all kind of had to realize
the role we had to step into after losing so many [seniors] last
year,” she said. “This year I think
Coach expects more of an offensive threat out of me and being
able to produce points, whereas I
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Barron says that practice will
be key in developing continuity and getting the team where
they need to be in order to
get the season off on the right
foot.
“Our flow is a lot better
than at any point last year,”
Barron said. “We just need to
continue the intensity in both
practice and games, but I think
this a team that will get better
as the year goes on.”
The Black Bears’ season
tips-off this week as they host
New Brunswick Nov. 1 at 7:30
p.m in the Alfond Arena.

Kilgour’s leadership aids
UMaine women’s hockey
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dedication to get better, noting
that each and every player has
made strides.
“There is nobody right now
that we are disappointed in or
feel that we couldn’t put out
on the floor and feel confident
in,” Barron said. “There isn’t
a lot of separation in the ability of our players and we believe that they all can help us
at some point in a game.”
Though there is still a lot
to work on, the pieces seem to
be in place and now it is just a
matter of execution and maintaining the high level of play.
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was kind of a grinder last year, a
line not to get scored on.”
Head coach Maria Lewis
weighed in on Kilgour’s progression to this point.
“In the second half [of last
year] she was one of our best killers and someone we relied upon
to kill [penalties],” Lewis said.
“She started to transfer that to her
five on five play, and now she’s
stepping in as a leader.”
Before moving on to play for
UMaine in 2009, Kilgour was
a member of the Hamilton Jr.
Hawks — a Canadian Women’s
Hockey League team — in her
hometown of Hamilton, Ontario.
In 52 games for the Hawks, she
tallied 18 goals and 37 assists and
captained the squad during the
2008-09 campaign.
Kilgour was also a successful
triathlete in Canada before deciding to play collegiate hockey. In
2005, she was ranked No. 2 and
No. 3 among triathletes in Ontario and Canada, respectively.
“I actually came to the point
where I had to pick between
hockey and triathlon,” she said
when asked about her time competing in the sport. “I just kind of
said ‘No, I have more fun playing
hockey, it’s a team sport.’”
Despite being injured very
early on in her freshman season
with the Black Bears, Kilgour’s
transition off the ice has gone
smoothly.
“I came to UMaine because
I love the New England states,”
she said. “From where I’m from
back home, I live in a small community, so I really like how small
and enclosed the campus is. I just
love the campus and the team itself as a whole, the girls were so
welcoming on my visit.”
Kilgour tore her anterior cruciate ligament and medial collateral ligament only four games
into the 2009-10 season. The injury sidelined her for the rest of
the year, something she said definitely affected her transition into
Division I hockey.
“[Division I hockey] is a lot
faster paced,” she said. “Me personally, I didn’t get the chance
to feel it. I played four games
my freshman year and then hurt
my knee. So I think that it was a
lot tougher coming off that knee
injury to move forward [from
Hamilton].”
Kilgour scored in her first two
games as a Black Bear before her
knee forced her to sit out the rest
of her freshman year.
When asked why she chose
UMaine over her other options,
the former Bauer Hockey East
Rookie of the Week referenced
the similarities in playing for the
Hawks and Black Bears.
“There’s a lot of teams in the
CWHL from where I am, and
Hamilton wasn’t one of the top
teams. We were kind of in the
middle of the pack, we weren’t

really respected as a program,”
she said. “Coming here, Maine
[women’s hockey] is not a respected program, so it’s nice to be
able to continue to gain respect.”
The Ontario native, who cites
her brother, step-father, Sydney
Crosby and Wayne Gretzky as
her hockey idols, was able to
return as a redshirt freshman at
the start of the 2010-11 season.
Kilgour described the difficulty
of the recovery process and having to sit out her first season in
Orono.
“I fully tore my MCL, so I was
on crutches for quite a while,”
she said. “I waited a whole year.
That summer I got on the ice a
little bit, but it was my first time.
I was scared, and I was kind of
protecting myself.
“I’m more of a grindy player.
I like getting in the corners, and I
felt that wasn’t a part of my play
anymore, so I really had to work
on getting that back. It’s taken
quite a bit to move forward from
that.
“It was my first big injury,”
she added. “It was really hard
sitting in the stands. [I had to
watch] every single practice,
every game, I had to watch lifts.
It was tough to feel like I was a
part of the team, but I also feel
that watching helped me a lot. It
helped me get a different view of
the game and become a smarter
player.”
The junior forward — who
describes herself as calm and patient — is majoring in kinesiology and physical education, but
hasn’t quite shut the door yet on a
hockey career after graduation.
“In Ontario, we have four or
five CWHL teams. That’s the
next step for women’s hockey,”
she said. “That’s in the back of
my mind, I haven’t really decided yet. I love hockey, and I
never want to give up on it. It’s
just a matter of if I want to go to
the next level or if I want to just
continue playing for fun.”
Despite the inexperience on
this year’s team, Kilgour still
retains high expectations for the
squad moving forward.
“Our biggest sight in the future is winning Hockey East,”
she said. “UConn was a big
step for us. We did move forward coming off the Quinnipiac
games, and it’s nice to see that we
can bounce back after a loss and
come out with a win.”
UMaine was unable to pick
up a victory this past weekend
in Boston as they fell to Boston
University on Friday night and
Northeastern on Saturday afternoon. Thus far into the season,
Kilgour has scored two goals
and has one assist and will try to
improve as her teammates and
she will be looking to pickup a
couple of victories as they head
home to play Providence College
on Nov. 2 and 3.
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Diamond looks to provide senior Offseason changes
leadership for young Black Bears makes for exciting
NBA season

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

University of Maine men’s hockey senior forward Joey Diamond looks to lead the Black Bears in scoring for the second-straight year.

Joe Sturzl

Sports Editor
After a season that saw the University of Maine men’s ice hockey
team return to the national tournament, finish as the runner-up in the
Hockey East tournament and play
to a fourth-place finish during the
regular season, the team knew going into this 2012-13 season that
they had some big shoes to fill if
they wanted to repeat the same
kind of success.
With five top-tier players leaving the team either for graduation
or hopping to the pros, getting
back to the national tournament is
not going to be an easy feat. But a
few returning players are back on
this year’s squad to help the Black
Bears achieve their goals, one of
them being the top goal-scorer
from the previous year, senior forward Joey Diamond.
Diamond was voted on by the
team to become one of the three
team captains, the other two being
senior defensemen Mike Cornell
and Mark Nemec. A native of
Long Beach, N.Y., Diamond won
a gold medal as part of the U17
Team USA hockey team in 2005
and the silver medal for the U18
team in 2006. Diamond played
junior hockey for the Omaha
Lancers in 2007-08 and won the
Clark Cup Championship, which
is awarded to the winner of the
United States Hockey League
Tier 1 Junior Hockey playoff
champions. The year before heading to UMaine, he played for the
Hamilton Red Wings.
But before he got to that level
of hockey, Diamond had been
skating around from a very early

age with strong influence from his
family.
“My dad played, my brother
played, my uncle played. My dad
put me on skates when I was two
years old with my older brother,
and I fell in love from there,” Diamond said.
Being from New York, Diamond is also a fan of the local
teams. His favorite players spent
time playing for the New York
Rangers at one point in their careers.

Coach Whitehead recruited me
heavily and I came up here for a
visit. I love the atmosphere, love
the campus, I love everything
about it and I thought it would be
a great place for me.”
Being named a team captain
his senior year means a lot to Diamond as well.
“It means a lot to me, it’s a true
honor to be put into that group at
the University of Maine,” he said.
“It’s a pretty special feeling and I
just want to do the best job I can.”

“It gets other guys going; they see a big hit
or a physical play. Other guys on the ice
see that from the bench and get motivated
to go out there and do the same things.”
Joey Diamond
UMaine men’s ice hockey senior forward and co-captain
“I’m a New York guy, I really
like the Islanders and Rangers, I
just like the rivalry, I just wanted to see a good game between
them,” Diamond said. “I liked
Theo Fleury, he was a fun small
guy to watch. I liked Eric Lindros,
he was huge.”
After growing up playing
the sport and playing in junior
leagues, the choice as to where to
go to college was a simple one for
Diamond. The only college visit
he made was to the University of
Maine. After being recruited by
head coach Tim Whitehead and
the visit, Diamond was sold.
“I like the tradition here,” Diamond said. “When I was growing
up they were in the Frozen Four
every year it seems like when I
was watching college hockey.

The team captains were running practices in mid-September
before coaches were allowed
to, which allowed for Diamond,
Cornell and Nemec to instill team
values and set expectations for the
season. Diamond holds the team
to high standards at all times,
whether they are at a high or low
point in the season.
“Just being on them in practice and games. Just leading the
way, that’s one of my jobs is to
lead by example on the ice and
off the ice,” Diamond said. “We
had a tough weekend [against St.
Lawrence University] but I think
it was definitely an experience
we needed to learn from and with
conference games [getting started
Oct. 26], we’re pretty excited
about that and it means something

from here on out.”
One of the notable parts of
Diamond’s game is his physical
play. He uses his playing style as
motivation for the other players to
get in the game and play hard for
the team. However, his physicality has led him to a consequence
that in his eyes isn’t exactly desirable. As of October 26, Diamond
has accrued 349 penalty minutes,
10 minutes shy of the UMaine
school record of 359 minutes set
by Prestin Jackson, who played
his last game for the Black Bears
in 2004. With nine penalties for
29 minutes through five games
this year, it is likely that Diamond
will break the record this season.
“I’ve always played the same
way growing up; I’ve never
changed my style,” Diamond said.
“It gets other guys going; they see
a big hit or a physical play. Other
guys on the ice see that from the
bench and get motivated to go
out there and do the same things.
[The UMaine school record for
penalty minutes] is not something
I wanted or was a goal ever coming to UMaine, it’s just something
that happened. I can’t believe I’m
so close to the school record. It’s
not the greatest accomplishment
I could ever have but I guess it’s
pretty cool. I’m the top one here
at UMaine.”
Diamond will finish up his
career at UMaine this year, but
hopes to stay in the game after
college.
“I would love to play hockey,”
he said. “That’s been my goal
my whole life. I just want to take
hockey as far as I can in my life,
look back, and have some great
memories.”

Column
Many teams in the NBA made
big moves this offseason. Perhaps
the addition of Dwight Howard
and Steve Nash to the Los Angeles
Lakers was
the most notable.
H o w ever, there
were many
other teams
that made
some noise
this
offBy Andrew
season, inStefanilo
cluding the
Phoenix
Suns, Boston Celtics and Brooklyn Nets, to
name a few. All of these summer
signings and trades should make
for another exciting year in the
NBA.
The Miami Heat have already
been named the favorite to win the
championship this season, so why
not start with them.
The Heat were in the headlines
for adding Ray Allen and Rashard
Lewis, two stout outside shooters.
Despite their age, they should add
a lot to an already great team and
won’t need to play big minutes
as long as Allen and Lewis know
their roles and don’t forget that
they’re not stars.
If any team is going to challenge the Heat in the east, it’s the
Celtics. Boston revamped their
bench and got significantly better. For a team who took the Heat
to seven games with players like
Keyon Dooling, Ryan Hollins
and Greg Stiemsma getting valuable minutes off the bench, I don’t
know why they’re being counted
out by so many.
The additions of Jason Terry
and Courtney Lee were solid
moves. Getting Jeff Green back
and healthy should help, especially when guarding Lebron. Plus,
if Jared Sullinger and Fab Melo
develop, I don’t see why Boston
can’t make another run. Don’t
sleep on this team.
Although I don’t see Brooklyn
winning the championship, the
Nets had a solid offseason and a
pretty good team to go along with
it. Obviously, the addition of Joe
Johnson was a huge move, though
it was very overrated. But with
Deron Williams, Gerald Wallace,
Brooks Lopez, Kris Humphries
and a new home, the Nets should
come out strong this year.
The Indiana Pacers didn’t
make too much noise this offseason, but they played a pretty good
series against the Heat in the playoffs last year. I see them being OK
this year. They have gained some
experience from last season.
The Philadelphia 76ers sur-

passed them with the addition of
Andrew Bynum. The 76ers could
finally have a true star back in
Philly, but we’ll have to see how
Bynum handles being the centerpiece of a franchise first — put
him with some solid young guards
like Jrue Holiday and Evan Turner,
and they could upset some teams.
Over to the West Coast, there’s
been the most buzz. The Lakers
could now be the favorite in the
west over the Thunder because of
the additions of Nash and Howard. They also added veteran Antwan Jamison.
The Thunder didn’t do anything worthwhile this offseason
besides the draft — and trading
their Sixth Man of the Year James
Harden. They must be relying on
the team gaining experience from
the finals loss, because right now
the Lakers could have the advantage.
I like the addition of O.J. Mayo
to the Dallas Mavericks, but I
don’t know if that’s nearly enough
to get them to be contenders again.
Chris Kaman, Darren Collison and
Elton Brand are good additions to
the team as well, so maybe that
can help them against some of the
better teams in the West.
The Clippers are another team
that made some small moves that
could be beneficial. Signing Jamal
Crawford and Grant Hill gives
them some depth, leadership and
scoring.
The last team that had a decent
offseason is the Phoenix Suns.
They barely missed the playoffs
last season and, despite losing
Nash, got significantly better.
They’ve taken some chances on
some players but if they can produce, the Suns could be in the
playoffs and surprise some teams.
If Michael Beasley can be a
star and Wesley Johnson can finally come through, the Suns
could have a successful season.
Bringing in Luis Scola was smart
and bringing back Goran Dragic
was the best move they could
have made because he already
knows the offense and how to
play in Phoenix. Put this all with
Marcin Gortat, Jared Dudley and
Shannon Brown, and good things
could happen for this team.
Although the Heat are still
the favorite to repeat this year, it
doesn’t mean it’s set in stone. The
C’s could still give them a run,
along with some other teams in
the East. In the West, the Thunder
should be on their toes. The Lakers are the favorite in the conference now, due to their offseason.
The Suns and 76ers could shock
some teams in their respected conferences as well. Either way, this
should be another great season
in the NBA and one of the most
competitive yet.

Field Hockey loses regular-season finale to New Hampshire
Joe Duball

For The Maine Campus
The UMaine women’s field
hockey team endured a heartbreaking 2-1 loss to 19th ranked
University of New Hampshire
on Senior Day Saturday afternoon. A day of celebration turned
to one of frustration and disappointment as the Black Bears
were unable to register a victory
for senior back Zoe Adkins and
senior goalies Alicia Frisch and
Sydney Kolysher in their final
home game.
UNH struck first as junior
midfielder Casey Pohlmeyer
took a pass to the left side of the

circle and hammered the ball past
Frisch to the opposite side of the
cage for the 1-0 advantage. The
scoring opportunity developed
off a penalty corner, an area the
Black Bears have struggled with
all year.
UMaine would strike back
quickly when junior forward
Cassidy Svetek buried the equalizer a minute later making it 1-1.
Sophomore midfielder Annabelle
Hamilton maneuvered her way
down into the Wildcat zone and
was able to slip a pass from the
top of the circle to set up Svetek
on the left post for the goal.
The aggressive play would
continue throughout the first half

as both teams found their way
to the net, but would come up
empty each time. The Wildcats’
sloppy passing within their own
zone created a few open-net opportunities for the Black Bears,
but they were unable to capitalize
on New Hampshire’s miscues.
Alicia Frisch was the difference-maker for the Black Bears
in the first half, as the senior
goalie made several big saves to
keep the game tied. UNH would
continually push the ball inside
the circle where they were met
by Frisch and the Black Bear
defense, which would turn away
redirections in support of its
goalie.

The Wildcats almost took the
lead in the closing seconds of
the first half, but the luckily for
UMaine the goal was waived off.
With time having expired, UNH
grabbed one last corner opportunity before the halftime. After a
slew of quick passes, the Wildcats would rip a shot into the top
right of the net for the alleged
goal. Referees came together
quickly to deliberate and called
off the goal, ruling that it was too
high and keeping it a tie game.
The Black Bears’ good fortune would not last as the Wildcats would grab the go-ahead
goal midway through the second
half. UNH would once again get

inside the circle off another penalty corner. Frisch turned away
two attempts by the Wildcat offense, one on the dive and the
other a leaping glove save, and
kept them off the board for the
time being. A minute later, the
Wildcats would finally grab the
lead as Pohlmeyer would rip
a shot to the left side of the net
where junior forward Hannah
Richard would redirect the shot
past Frisch for the goal.
After the score, UNH was able
to hold the ball in the UMaine
end and burn time off the clock.
With hope dwindling away,
UMaine Coach Josette Babineau
pulled Frisch with 3 minutes left

in favor of an extra attacker. The
move would not pan out as UNH
was unfazed by the extra attacker
and controlled the ball for the final minutes to secure the victory.
The Black Bears were outshot
12-9 and only drew five penalty
corners compared to UNH’s 12.
Frisch made eight saves in
her final home start and finishes
the regular season with an 8-5
record.
UMaine finishes the regular
season at 10-9 overall and 2-3
in America East play. The Black
Bears will now head into the
America East tournament to face
Albany in a semifinal game at
UNH on Nov. 2.

Terriers, Huskies skate all over Black Bears
Jon Ouellette

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
women’s hockey team dropped
both games of a tough weekend
set to Beantown colleges Boston University and Northeastern University. The Black Bears
fall to 1-5 overall on the season
and 1-3 in Hockey East.
University of Maine freshman defender Kelsey MacSorley’s first career goal was not
enough to keep Boston University from cruising to a 4-2 victory at Walter Brown Arena Friday night. The Terriers improve
to 6-1-0 on the season and 3-0-0

in Hockey East.
BU saw eight different
players earn points in the contest, including two goals from
sophomore forward Kayla Tutino. Although the Black Bears
fought hard throughout, the Terriers dominated play, outshooting UMaine 36-18 and winning
39 of 61 faceoffs.
Boston University junior defender Shannon Doyle opened
the scoring 11:53 into the first
period on a shot from the point
that beat UMaine senior goaltender Brittany Ott, who was
screened by heavy traffic in
front. It was Doyle’s first goal
as a Terrier.

Ott would finish with 32
saves on 36 shots in the contest,
while BU senior Alissa Fromkin allowed two goals on 18
shots for the Terriers.
Senior forward Isabel Menard and junior forward Louise
Warren were credited with assists on Doyle’s goal, the lone
tally of the first period.
The Terriers’ second goal
came on the power play at the 8minute mark in the second. Tutino was the beneficiary of good
puck movement in the UMaine
zone, redirecting a pass from
senior defender Kathryn Miller
at the top of the crease to give
BU a 2-0 lead. Junior forward

Marie Philip-Poulin also earned
an assist on the play.
The Terriers played well on
special teams throughout the
contest, going 2-7 on the power
play while holding the Black
Bears scoreless on all five of
their chances with the extra
skater.
UMaine senior defender
Chloe Tinkler notched her first
goal of the season to get the
Black Bears on the board with
just under 3 minutes remaining in the second period. Her
shot from the point beat Fromkin to make it 2-1 heading into
the second intermission. Senior
forward Brittany Dougherty

and junior forward Missy Denk
assisted on the play.
BU would make it 3-1 after another power play chance
7 minutes into the final frame.
Ott blocked Poulin’s initial shot
from the blue line, but senior
forward Jenelle Kohanchuk was
there to put home the rebound
for her third goal of the season.
Poulin and Menard were given
assists on the play.
The Terriers would extend
their lead a little less than 6
minutes later on Tutino’s fourth
goal of the season. Tutino received a pass from Kohanchuk
and wheeled through the Black
Bear zone before wristing a shot

past Ott to make it 4-1. Freshman forward Rebecca Russo
was also credited with an assist
on Tutino’s second goal of the
contest.
The Terriers would not score
for the remainder of the game,
but UMaine was unable to
mount a real threat in the final
minutes.
Sophomore forward Jennifer More and freshman forward
Audra Richards assisted on
MacSorley’s goal that cut the
BU lead to 4-2 with just over 5
minutes to play, but the comeback would go no further.
See Women’s Hockey on B4
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In Saturday night’s game,
junior goaltender Dan Sullivan
was the starting goaltender for
the Black Bears, but switching
goaltenders didn’t stop Providence from scoring right out of
the gate.
Providence sophomore forward Ross Mauermann scored
his fourth goal of the year 1:26
into the first period, with the assist
coming from junior defenseman
Steven Shemansky and freshman
forward Paul de Jersey.
UMaine and Providence went
4-on-4 10:03 into the period, after a Cornell slashing penalty occurred at 9:59 into the first period
and Providence freshman center
Mark Jankowski going to the box
for holding four seconds later.
Providence was able to score
during the 4-on-4 when Schaller
and Gilmour assisted sophomore
forward Shane Luke to give the
Friars a 2-0 lead 10:23 into the
first period.
Providence was able to capitalize on a tUMaine penalty
again, this time with an advantage. After UMaine senior forward Joey Diamond inched

closer to the school record of
penalty minutes with a hitting
from behind penalty 7:36 into
the second period, Providence
junior defenseman Kevin Hart
was assisted by de Jersey and
Luke to extend the Friar lead 30 with 8:04 played in the second
period.
UMaine’s offense was unable to generate as many shot
opportunities as Providence, as
the Black Bears fired 26 on Gillies and Sullivan stopped 39 of
42. UMaine was also unable to
take advantage of their six power
play opportunities, making them
1 for 36 on the year.
The losses drop the Black
Bears to 1-6 on the year and 0-2
in Hockey East.
The Black Bears will have to
figure out the right mix of players for next weekend, as highly
skilled Boston College and University of New Hampshire teams
visit the Alfond Arena. UNH has
not lost this year, sporting a record of 4-0-1. BC is not far behind with a 4-1-0 record.
Maine and BC square off Saturday, Nov. 3 at 7 p.m. while the
Black Bear-Wildcat rivalry is
scheduled to be renewed Sunday,
Nov. 4 at 4 p.m. Both games will
be played at the Alfond Arena.

Laval

from B1
sets and pressuring the Laval ball
handlers up and down the court.
Incoming freshman guard Shaun
Lawton also showed promise
playing a productive 7 minutes,
scoring seven points in that span
and along with three assists.
“I was pleased with our execution,” Woodward said.
Sophomore forward Zarko
Valijarevich would come off the
bench and hit five 3-pointers for
the Black Bears in 9 minutes, and
sophomore guard Justin Edwards
scored eight points and grabbed
five rebounds while providing

Soccer

from B1

like they outplayed Stony
Brook, at the end of the game,
the Sea Wolves were able to get
the goals. Atherley said the end
result doesn’t always reflect the
effort given.
“That’s the game. That’s life.
The outcome doesn’t always reflect the performance. I just told
my players that was the best performance of the year, and that’s
all you can ask for as a coach,”
Atherley said. “That was one of
our goals going into the game is
that we want to get better every
day, and when your best performance is your last one, that’s
very gratifying. We’re all disappointed in the outcome, but
again it’s a reflection of life and
you don’t always get what you
deserve.”
Ryan said the team’s depth
was key to the team’s ability to
keep up with UMaine and gain
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor the chance to win. Stony Brook
The University of Maine women’s soccer team was knocked out of
used eight substitutes as opposed
the playoffs with a 2-1 loss to Stony Brook Sunday afternoon.
to UMaine’s five.

Women’s Hockey
from B2

The Black Bears pulled Ott
to get an extra attacker with
1:43 left in the third period, but
the Terriers held strong in the
closing moments to finish with
a 4-2 victory.
Fromkin’s record improves
to 1-0-0 with her first win of the
season, while Ott’s record falls
to 1-1-0.
The Terriers gave up only
four shots in the final period
and performed well defensively
throughout the contest, blocking 11 UMaine shot attempts.
Northeastern
Maine in 3-0 Win

Blanks

The No. 7 Northeastern University women’s hockey team
shutout the Black Bears 3-0 at
Matthews Arena on Saturday,
fueled by sophomore forward
Kendall Coyne’s two goals and

sophomore goaltender Chloe
Desjardins’ 23 saves.
The Huskies earned their
first conference win of the season, improving their league record to 1-1-0, 5-1-1 overall.
Northeastern applied pressure early on in the first period.
The Huskies outshot UMaine
12-2 in the first 20 minutes,
despite having nothing to show
for it on the scoreboard heading
into intermission.
They would continue to dictate play in the second, locking
the Black Bears inside their
own zone and outshooting them
13-7 in the period.
The Huskies broke the 0-0
tie on the power play 4:27 into
the second period. Coyne netted her eighth goal of the season
on a wraparound attempt that
deflected off a Black Bear defender before beating UMaine
freshman goaltender Meghann
Treacy. Senior forward Rachel
Llanes was credited with an assist on the play.

That would be Northeastern’s only power-play goal of
the night. The Huskies went
1-5 with the extra skater while
holding UMaine scoreless on
their four power play opportunities.
Northeastern senior forward
Kelly Wallace earned her first
goal of the season after slamming home a rebound 10 minutes later. Junior forwards Katie
MacSorley and Claire Santostefano both got assists on the goal
after MacSorley’s initial shot
was stopped by Treacy. The
puck bounced in front of the
UMaine crease before Wallace
put it home to extend the Huskies’ lead to two.
Treacy would finish the game
with 29 saves on 31 shots, while
Desjardins produced 23 in the
shutout. Treacy’s record falls to
0-3-0 on the young campaign
while Desjardins’ improves to
5-1-1.
The Black Bears came out
stronger in the third, outshoot-

one of his usual highlight reel
dunks to get the home crowd out
of their seats.
With an influx of foreign
players, it is an adjustment for
the Black Bears to teach the rules
of American basketball and help
the incoming players with a new
language.
“We talk slowly because they
don’t really speak English,” Allison said with a smile. “They’re
used to their [Fédération Internationale de Basketball or International Basketball Federation]
rules and it’s a process.”
The Black Bears will resume
play Nov. 3 at the memorial gym
at 11:30 a.m. against Acadia University.
“We’re really happy with
our depth this year. I was giving
some rest to our players up front,
and I think keeping our players
fresh was one of the keys to being able to sustain some pressure
up front,” Ryan said.
Both coaches were happy
with the effort their teams gave
this season.
“I couldn’t be more proud of
our players, I couldn’t be more
proud of the progress we made,
and I think this just adds to the
incentive to work hard in the
offseason and come back for
another opportunity like this,”
Atherley said.
“We had to win in our last
game in the quarterfinal, and
we’re going to have to win on
the road again. It just is what it
is. We’re very fortunate and happy to be continuing our season,”
Ryan said.
UMaine finished their season
with a 7-7-3 record, and Stony
Brook improves to 11-7-3. The
Sea Wolves with play at the University of Hartford Nov. 4 at 3
p.m. for the America East championship.
ing the Huskies 14-7 in the final
frame. UMaine had two powerplay chances in the first 10 minutes of the period, but could not
capitalize.
The score remained 2-0 in
favor of Northeastern before
UMaine was forced to pull
Treacy in the final minutes in
an attempt to generate one last
offensive push.
The move backfired, however, resulting in Coyne’s empty
net goal — her second of the
contest and ninth of the season
— with just over 1:30 left in
regulation. The score would remain 3-0 until the final horn.
The Huskies outshot the
Black Bears 36-20 on the night
while extending their win streak
against UMaine to eight games.
The Black Bears will try to
get things back on track as they
head home to take on Providence on Nov. 2 as part of a
two-game weekend series. The
puck is scheduled to drop at 2
p.m. for the first game.

Avoid long wait times
for lunch at the Union!
Students, Staff & Faculty:
Your time is valuable so cut your wait time and order your
Union food thru the FREE Tapingo app. It’s easy, fast &
just pick up your food order at the Going Bananas frozen
yogurt shop at Union Central. Mon - Fri, 11am - 5pm!
Order your menu favorites from the Union Grill, Deli,
Hot Sandwiches & Pizza Menu, plus sides & drinks!
1. Download FREE Tapingo app
2. Sign in
3. Order food & pay with Credit
Card or Black Bear Bucks
(NO additional FEES)
4. Tapingo confirms your order
5. Go to Going Bananas for order
pick up

Use your phone
OR
computer at
tapingo.com!

Enhancing Your UMaine Dining Experience on Campus!

www.umaine.edu/dining
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24 passes for three touchdowns
and one interception.
UMaine junior defensive back
Jamal Clay picked off Ortiz and
the defense was able to turn the
ball over on downs in ensuing
Tribe possessions to finish the
game off, as UMaine was able to

return home with a 24-10 victory
and a 3-5 overall record, 2-3 in
the Colonial Athletic Association.
William and Mary drops to 2-6
with a 1-4 record in CAA play.
UMaine now has a 3-2 road
record and remains winless in
Orono. The Black Bears return
home next week to play the 6-2
James Madison University Dukes.
Kickoff is scheduled for 3:30 p.m.
Nov. 3rd at Alfond Stadium.

File Photo

Reigning America East Rookie of the Year Justin Edwards will look
to lead the University of Maine men’s basketball team in his sophomore season.

Basketball
from B2

Black Bears, finishing sixth
in the league in scoring at
13.9 per game, grabbing 5.6
rebounds from the guard position, and winning America
East Freshman of the Week an
astounding six times.
Fraser would finish the year
scoring 12.9 points per game
and grabbed 7.8 rebounds per
game, good for fourth in the
league. Fraser comes into this
season with the highest of expectations earning a preseason
first team selection. Allison
had his season limited due to
injuries, but is a force on defense, averaging 2.2 blocks
per game — tops in the conference by a wide margin.
“Our guys came back in
really good shape physically
and mentally,” Woodward
said. “We return an all-conference guy in Fraser, we return
all defense guy in Allison, and
we return an all rookie guy in
Edwards. We got a good core
of guys who will be in a little
bit different roles.”
This season the Black
Bears continued their international recruiting, bringing in
6-foot-5-inch guard Shawun
Lawton from Harlem, N.Y.,
6-foot-8-inch forward Stefan
Micovic from Serbia, 6-foot8-inch forward Till Gloger
from Germany, and 6-foot-4inch guard-forward Dimitry

Sudoku
Solution

Men’s Hockey

The Maine Campus • Sports

Crossword
Solution
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Akanda-Coronel from Boston,
Mass.
“I like our team and I like
the guys we brought in,”
Woodward said.
The Black Bears will count
on sophomore guards Xavier
Pollard and Edwards to take
a leadership role in the backcourt, setting up the offense
and providing the scoring.
Pollard will be making the
biggest jump as he played
limited minutes last year but
should be the starting point
guard this season. Fraser and
Allison will be above-average
forwards in the league, but injuries and foul trouble are two
problem spots for the Black
Bears as their front court depth
has little to no experience after the top two.
This season’s success will
be contingent on Woodward’s
ability to gel the new faces in
the offense and the growth of
last year’s returning players.
If Allison, Fraser and Edwards
can live up to expectations, and
the Black Bears can get any
type of production from Pollard and the incoming freshmen, they can compete for the
top spot in America East. Yet,
if opponents can take Edwards
out of the game, and there are
injuries to the front court, it
could be another long season.
The Black Bears were voted fifth overall in the America
East preseason poll while last
year’s champion Vermont retained the top spot.
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Scores around
the conferences
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Thur, Nov. 1
Women’s Basketball
vs. New Brunswick, 7:30 p.m
Men’s & Women’s Swimming and Diving
vs. Bryant, 5 p.m.

				

Football

			       All games Oct. 20

Fri, Nov . 2
UMaine		

24

William & Mary

10

Old Dominion

31

Delaware		

26

Rhode Island

20

UNH			

40

Women’s Ice Hockey
vs. Providence, 2 p.m

		
		
		

Villanova 		

35

		

Towson		

49

		

James Madison

28

		

Old Dominion

24

Men’s Ice Hockey
vs. Boston College, 7 p.m
Men’s & Women’s Swimming and Diving
vs. Liberty, BC @Chestnut Hill, MA, 5
p.m.

		

Sat, Nov. 3

Men’s Hockey

		

		
Oct. 26

BC			
UMass-Lowell

1
0

UMaine		
Providence		
Northeastern
UNH			

2
3
3
4

UMass		
BU			
Vermont		
Merrimack		

		

Oct. 27

		

UMaine		
Providence		
BU
		
UMass		

		
		
		

0
3
3
2

		
UNH			
0
						
		
Northeastern
0
		
Vermont		
2
						
		
Merrimack		
2
		
		
Oct. 27
UMass-Lowell
3
		
BC			

2
5
3
6

OT
OT

		

Women’s Hockey
		

Oct. 26

UMaine		
BU			

		

2
4

		

Syracuse		
UConn			
		
UNH			
Wisconsin		

2
4
1
2

UMaine		

0

Northeastern

3

		
St. Cloud State
2
						
		
Providence		
2

Minnesota-Duluth 2
BC			
3
Robert Morris
3
					
Northeastern
3

Oct. 27

OT

		

Robert Morris

0

		

BU			

3

		

Syracuse		

2

		

UConn			

0

		

Oct. 28

		

St. Cloud State

2

		

Providence		

4

		

UNH			

0

		
		

Wisconsin		

5

OT

Upcoming Games

		

Men’s Basketball
vs. Acadia University 11:30 a.m.
Women’s Ice Hockey
vs. Providence 1 p.m.
Football
vs. James Madison 3:30 p.m.

Sun, Nov. 4
Men’s Ice Hockey
vs. New Hampshire 4 p.m.

Fri, Nov. 9
Cross Country
NCAA Qualifier
@ Hammonasset State Park
Madison, Conn.
Men’s Ice Hockey
@ UMass-Lowell 7 p.m.
Women’s Ice Hockey
@ Bemidji St. 8:07 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
vs. Auburn 2 p.m.
NC State Tournament @ Raleigh, NC

Sat, Nov. 10
Women’s Swimming
vs. Vermont, 12 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
vs. NC State/Wofford
NC State Tournament @ Raleigh, NC

Tue, Nov. 13
Women’s Basketball
vs. Syracuse 7 p.m.

Wed, Nov. 14
Men’s Basketball
@ Holy Cross, 7 p.m.

Fri, Nov. 16
Men’s Ice Hockey
vs. UMass, 7 p.m.
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The Out and Allies List
A Project of Coming Out Week, 2012
We, the below listed, are among the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and straight
allied members of the University of Maine Community. We acknowledge the importance of speaking out for the rights of our fellow students, faculty, and staff
members, as well as ourselves. We publicly proclaim our support and affirmation of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender members of our community.
We are proud of the LGBT community and our Allies here at the University of Maine
Made possible by Student Affairs, Student Government, LGBT Services, and UMaine’s student
organization Wilde Stein, one of the oldest GSA (Gay Straight Alliance in the United States).

Robert Q. Dana
Chelsea Barker
Chris M. Dubois
Katie Baron
Chuck McKay
Elizabeth Glunt
Courtney Veinotte
Brandy Hartwell Hill
Adam Sunny Flanders
Kenda Scheefe
Sean Sevey
Emily Kelsey
Daniel Wendell
Treasa Arey
Lucy Ericson
Cameron Holmes
Nancy Laffin
Robert Dana
Brookie Pacholski
Brandon McLaughlin
Molly Flanagan
Maja Bedak
Sami Merry
Johary McQueston
Jessica Wakeling DiSanto
Amy Palin
Derek Lane
Kylie Cole
Josette Hernandez
Barry Nolette
Ryan Wallar
Kristen Womack
Victoria Kane
Jessie Daniels
Joshua Rosa
John Lawler
Joey Bragdon
Sarah DeMaris
Seth Lockman
Ciara Gordon-Magro
Brittany Carle
Codi Booher
Zachary Stinchfield
Molly McCafferty
Ben Levelius
Anna Lynn McKee
Amber Robinson
Sarah Hillery
Jennifer Lobley
Will Hofacker
Carolyn Higgens
Zachary Tanguay
Lauri Sidelko
Jeff Falvey
Spencer Wood
Farlin Black
Natalie Roberts
Jordan Gagne
Samuel Moore
Vinny
Evelyn Fairman
Sarah N. Shaver
Kelley Hill
Shannon Brenner
Abigail Buckland
Daniel Scott Stowe
Andrew Crandall
Jillian Kitchen
Jill Tuttle
Ruth Osborne
Dustin Levesque
Barb Blazej
Ashara Slagger
Mack Bray
Rebecca Coffin
David Guildford
Suzanne Rourke
Deanna Watson
Kyle J. Goodwin
Taylay McLaughlin
Stephen Allan
Antonia Carroll
Faith Erhardt
Patti Counihan
Diane Genthner
Anya Titova
Emily Yenco
Sharon Steele
Madeline L. Shaw
Brittany Cline
Linh Huston
Meredith Lee
Corey Herrick
Ben Alges
Mike Ouygan
AJ Olsen
Randa Nivus
Melanie Rockefeller
Lisa Henderson
Kelly Beers
Holly Costar
Karen Foley

Lauren Tata
Ariel Bothen
Alexander R Favreau
Kelsey Hurley
Michael Dunn
Steve Talbot
Dylan Sirois
Robyn King
Ashley Soucy
Bartley Keliher
Kirsten Connor
Elizabeth Libby
Kristina Pettegrow
Matthew Newman
Desarai Liberty
Karen Foley
Winnie
Daniel Norwood
Hilary Hanscom
Jami Lyn Hall
Kaiya Hansen
Ian Jones
Ryan Decesere
Katie Davenport
Daniel Alyre
Jessica Bishop
Kristina Grenier
Nora Wormwood
Jody Walker
Elizabeth Maliga
Jessica L. Wade
Kat Ray
Cindy Carusi
Aaron Pyle
Jessy Brainerd
Lee Washburn
Lucy Moore
Molly Stolberg
Nick Glidden
Sean Winstead
Miranda Chadborne
Molly Dubovy
Zackery Perrow
Casey Weed
Chris Towne
Emma J. McWilliams
Theo Koboski
Dominique Person
Celeste Lozier
Nick DeCourcey
Cassie Karcs
Lauren Flanders
Alyssa Freitag
Ginger Triebwasser
Angela Marchio
Barbara Smith
Emma Burgess Roy
Alek Spencer
Samantha Brown
Eric R. Carlson
Charlie Bloedon
Greg Kervin
Nef Njonjo
Kathi Butler
Kenda K Scheele
Molly Kurz
Hannah Hudson
Cathy Marquez
Kate Axelsen
Joseph Manley
Jacquith Porter
Lindsey Miller
Daniel White
Brianna Monahan
Meghan Nash
Erin Carter
Brianna Woodworth
Nancy Lewis
Douglas Allen
Eric Peterson
Patrick Mckeown
Ashley McAllister
Sarah Wheatley
Abby Bragg
Lindsey Geroux
Meghan Genovese
Emily McCarthy
Ryan Pickering
Jamison Ford
Maida K. Cordero
Sandy Caron
Amber Hathaway
Kayla Harriman
Luis Valencia
Sara Peluso
Sue Estler
Kellie Eldridge
Jordan Chapman
Melissa Williams
Megan Davis
Stephanie Estes
Amelia Stevens

Peter Altmann
David Fiacco
Kelsey Flynn
Kelsey Luce
Logan McLaughlin
Gwyndolyn Morneault
Michael Carrillo
Courtney McCrodden
Tifani Pedro
Rachel Hasty
Cindy Thielen
Kristine Syrjala
Leah Malcolm
Kelly Shaw
Lanette Bryant
Jeff Roy
Nicole Golden
Taressa Knight-L’Heureux
Brittani Harris
Kass Valente
Edie Miles
Ray Peck Jr.
Kristie Deschesne
Daniel Neumann
Peter Owen Sprague
Sammy Laverdiere
Lauren Cox
Hannah Ruhlin
Haley Richardson
Garrett Hoffman
Laura Lommler
Lindsey Miller
Linnea Rogers
Paige Findlen
Johanna Barnes
Sean R. Sibley
Lori Watson
Daniel Lamson
Norah Bird
Will St. Bird
Nichole Bouchard
Kaitlin Flynn
Madeline Nazar
Aron Nichols
Erica Rovito
Jessica Hickernell
Peter Heang
Channsophea But
Victoria Eaton
Kimmi Watson
JoAnn Hall
Henry Norwood
Patrick Hart
Brent Elwood
Bud Walkup
Carolyn Higgins
Kolleen Richardson
Nick Cloutier
Kim Stewart
Simone Dubay
Laurie Cartier
Logan Thibeau
Teresa Cassinelli
Whitney Lyons
Irene Hall
Carlena Smith
Jose A. Roman
Katrina Mishel
Heather LeDoux
Lisa Henderson
Denea Llerena
April Boulier
Sarah Parker
Sue Ronayne
Thom Ronayne
Becca Edgecomb
Amber Bratcher
Randilyn Driver
David Leroy Raynes III
Rev. Brian J. Schrader
Kenzie McGowan
Katie Harder
Steve Coghlan
Kendra MacDonald
BJ Roach
EJ Roach
Annie Roach
Ethan Roach
Alex Roach
Jaime “BigDaddy” Wallace
Nancy Jewett
Kristen Alberts
Ross Trandy
Randima Rukshan Rodrigo
Brent Rice
Enyin Wu
Tyree Jones
Roosevelt Boone
Kevin Stuckey
Erin Lynn White
Nicole Rubin

